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1 Introduction
1.1 This Consultation Statement has been prepared having regard to the legal obligations of
the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012 under Section 5(2). A Consultation Statement:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Contains details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the
proposed neighbourhood development plan;
Explains how they were consulted;
Summarises the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted; and
Describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where
relevant, addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.

1.2 It is a statutory requirement to submit a Consultation Statement alongside a Submission
Neighbourhood Plan when it is sent to the local authority for consultation and independent
examination. An Interim Consultation Statement was published alongside the Draft (PreSubmission) Yateley, Darby Green and Frogmore Neighbourhood Plan I May 2021 and
following the Pre-submission consultation has now been updated for Submission.
1.3 This Consultation Statement sets out how the local community and other stakeholders
have been engaged in the neighbourhood plan process. It also sets out a summary of the
comments received to the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan and describes how those
comments have been addressed and what changes have been made to the final Plan. The
Consultation Statement is submitted to Hart District Council alongside the Submission version
of the Neighbourhood Plan.
Initial Public Meeting
1.4 The first meeting to discuss the formation of a Neighbourhood Plan for Yateley Parish
encompassing the areas of Yateley, Darby Green and Frogmore was held on 26 June 2017. A
note of the meeting can be found at www.yateley-tc.gov.uk
1.5 The first full meeting of those interested in supporting the preparation of the
Neighbourhood Plan was held on 26 July 2017. 23 people attended and the meeting agreed
to set up a Steering Group and the following:
• The Chairman
• Vice-Chairman
• Secretary
• Members of the Steering Group
• Terms of Reference
• Topics for sub-groups
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
1.6 The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (NPSG) was established as set out above. The
initial terms of reference, approved at the July 2017 meeting are available from https://ydfnp.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SG-Terms-of-Reference.pdf. The NPSG met at
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regular intervals and agendas and notes of the meetings can be found on the Yateley Town
Council website at www.yateley-tc.gov.uk
1.7 Sub-groups were formed based around the following themes. Further details on the
approach of each sub-group can be found at https://ydf-np.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/YDF-NP-Phase-Two.pdf and is set out below.

Housing and Development - This group should look at the requirements to ensure that future
development is of an appropriate type, size, density and quality that contributes to the community's
needs. It should incorporate the need for more starter homes and affordable property, the
requirement for development to be properly supported by infrastructure, and should also address the
community’s desire to protect the strategic gaps between communities and preserve historic buildings
and views.
Traffic and Travel (Getting Around) - This group should look for opportunities within the
Neighbourhood Plan to improve public and community transport, manage traffic flows and potential
congestion more effectively, ensure our roads and pavements are kept in good condition and provide
better parking for residents and businesses. We recognise that many of these objectives may sit
outside the permissible scope of the Neighbourhood Plan, but bearing in mind the request from
Yateley Town Council to look more broadly at the needs of the community, we would encourage the
group to propose solutions that reflect the views expressed by the community in our consultation.
Open Space and Wildlife - Protecting our open spaces, waterscapes and wildlife have been identified
as priority areas. This group should propose policies that support these objectives, taking into account
the local areas of special scientific interest and protection areas. Where appropriate, this group should
consider policy ideas that would encourage biodiversity when new developments are proposed. Also
under this heading should come the consideration of highly-valued views, wildlife corridors, and the
provision of suitable trees, hedges and fencing.
Community and Leisure - Supporting our objectives to ensure Yateley remains a healthy and happy
place to live, this group should look to propose approaches to local leisure and youth activities, and
also ensure that our plan discourages anti-social behaviour and crime. This group should take the lead
in engaging with local sports and leisure clubs, as well as the police and other community services,
and in seeking out opportunities to provide facilities for residents of all ages, but particularly noting
the provision of play and leisure facilities for the young, and suitable access and support for the elderly
and disabled.
Business and Regeneration - This group should look at opportunities to improve and promote the
businesses within our community. Of particular interest will be retail and other public-facing service
business which through the provision of commercial premises have a visual as well as an economic
impact on the community. Proposals should balance the need to support commercial success with the
impact on local residents and non-customers.

1.8 Further information on the sub-groups engagement is set out in Section 3.
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1.9 In July 2020 the structure of the Steering Group was amended to create a core Steering
Group comprising a Chair, Vice-chair, the Town Clerk and a Town Council representative. This
Group is to manage budgets, any external consultancy work and ensure appropriate
alignment between the volunteer groups.
1.10 A wider volunteer group working alongside the Steering Group was then created to
continue work on the Neighbourhood Plan content. Amended Steering Group Terms of
Reference were noted by Yateley Town Council on 27 July 2020 and can be found at
https://ydf-np.org.uk/other/npsg-terms-of-reference-revised-july-2020-pdf /.

2 Summary of Engagement on the Preparation of the
Neighbourhood Plan
2.1 In summary, consultation on the Neighbourhood Plan to date is as follows. This is set out
in more detail in the sections below.
Table 1: Summary of Consultation
Spring 2018

Consultation was undertaken on a draft vision and objectives. This
included a survey to all residents, flyers at public places across the Parish
and attendance at local events.

2018/2019

Topic groups made up of local community volunteers (including those
belonging to local groups such as The Yateley Society) gathered evidence
and engaged with the wider community and stakeholders on land use
issues.
The inner two pages of the Autumn 2019 Yateley Town Council newsletter
was devoted to explaining the purpose of the Plan and to raise awareness.
Working with local schools to promote the Neighbourhood Plan including
a poster competition particularly focused around local actions to limit
climate change.
The first draft of the Neighbourhood Plan and Annexe comprising some
100 pages of text was uploaded to the YDFNP Neighbourhood Plan
website (https://ydf-np.org.uk).
A Residents survey was delivered to each household in the Parish in
February 2020 seeking views on specific policy options which were set out
in the initial draft of the Neighbourhood Plan and Annexe which had been
previously uploaded to the YDFNP Neighbourhood Plan website
(https://ydf-np.org.uk).

Autumn 2019
January – March
2020
January 2020

February – April
2020

Two public meetings were held to launch the 2020 Residents survey – on
February 29 at Yateley School and March 14 at Darby Green Community
Centre. As part of the background to the Survey, some 150 climate
change posters were also displayed from students in 7 of Yateley’s schools
from Infants through to Secondary. Some 350 people attended these
events.
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Copies were also available at locations throughout the Parish and Steering
Group members were available at the launch to answer questions.
The outcome of this consultation has helped to inform the content and
wording of the Pre-submission Plan.

September 2020 –
February 2021
May - July 2021

Ongoing meetings and input from the Volunteer Group. Discussions with
local stakeholders including The Yateley Society, Blackbushe Airport and
the Blackwater Valley Countryside Partnership.
Statutory consultation on a draft Neighbourhood Plan. Extensive
consultation with residents and other stakeholders within Covid-19 rules
including:
-

Targeted emails/letters to statutory consultees/local
organisations.

-

YTC and NP web link to relevant documents and online
survey.
Publicity in YTC newsletter (goes to every household), social
media and YTC noticeboards.
Paper copies on request and postal address for return of
paper surveys.
Consultation banner.
Presentation at YTC Annual Meeting.
Virtual Q&A session.

-

3 Vision and Objectives Survey
3.1 In 2018 a community consultation on a Vision and Objectives for the Neighbourhood Plan
was undertaken. This ran between 7 May and 30 June 2018. A copy of the survey can be
found at https://ydf-np.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Draft-Vision-questionnaire1.pdf
3.2 Engagement during this period included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A stall at the Yateley May Fayre - 7 May 2018. 150 fliers were handed out (Appendix
1);
A presentation by the NPSG chairman to Yateley Town Council on Vision and
Objectives and next steps 8 March 2018;
Leaflets located in the library and Café 46, and distributed to Neighbourhood Watch,
British Legion, secondary schools and the Air Cadets;
Reference to the survey was included in The Yateley Society newsletter;
Leaflets distributed at the Community Picnic on 2 June 2018;
A stand at the St Barnabas Church community day on 8th June 2018;
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•

Leaflets distributed at Civic Day on 16 June 2018.

Response
3.3 Appendix 2 sets out the response to the 2018 Vision and Objectives consultation. 492
responses were received. 66% strongly agreed with the draft vision and 28% agreed with it.
Respondents were asked to rank their top 5 of 17 objectives.
3.4 The top priorities identified from the survey are set out below.
Table 2: priorities from Vision and Objectives Survey
Prioritised Objectives
- Provide sufficient affordable housing
particularly starter homes and flats
- Ensure development is supported by
infrastructure (e.g. medical and school
capacity)
- Ensure new development is of an
appropriate type, size, density and
quality that contributes to the
community’s needs
- Protect open spaces and waterscapes
- Encourage better facilities for young
people
- Protect strategic gaps between
communities

Most frequently commented topics
- More smaller and starter homes
- Road and pavement repairs
- General support and thanks
- More infrastructure for new
developments (health etc)
- Maintain open spaces and common
land
- Reduce crime and disorder
- Better transport links
- Improve parking at the shops
- Improve the shopping parade
- Deal with traffic congestion

3.5 The Vision and Objectives were carried forward into the Draft Neighbourhood Plan 2021
with some amendments following the 2020 consultation. The issues raised in the ranking of
the objectives are also reflected in the Neighbourhood Plan.

4 Sub Group Community Engagement
Getting Around Sub Group
4.1 The ‘Getting Around’ sub group carried out the following engagement:
-

Qualitative one to one surveys (see Appendix 3)
Meetings with key stakeholder groups
Maintained a reflective journal on key issues from the evidence

Engagement included:
October 2018 – January 2019
-

spoke to people on the free Sainsbury’s bus taking shoppers to Watchmoor Park
about ‘What we need to know’ about getting around the Parish
met with the head of Yateley School
7

-

held discussion sessions in Café 46. Used a questionnaire and model figures on a
map to start thinking about the challenges of getting around.
had a stand at Yateley School Careers fayre
attended Yelabus AGM
met with Patient Services Manager, Business Manager and a paramedic at Oakley Health
Group at Yateley Medical Centre
met Stagecoach Operations Manager
met Hampshire Lakes Residents Association
met Home Alone – a drop in club at St Peters Church

The Open Space and Wildlife Sub Group
4.2 Engagement by the Open Space and Wildlife Sub-Group included contact with the
following:
-

HIWWT – nature recovery work
Thames Basin Heaths Partnership – best practice on measures protecting the Thames
Basin Heaths Special Protection Area
Blackwater Valley Countryside Trust (BVCT) BVCT – knowledge of measures to
enhance the biodiversity of new developments
Hampshire Biodiversity Information Centre (HBIC) – information on species noted in
the area
Hart District Council Biodiversity Officer – general information.
Contact with local primary schools

4.3 The Blackwater Valley Countryside Trust were also contacted with regards to wording
relating to Green Infrastructure projects along the Blackwater Valley in Winter 2020.
Other
4.4 In March 2018, the Steering Group provided an update on progress to Yateley Town
Council. This can be viewed from the following links (listed in the list of Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group meetings) - www.yateley-tc.gov.uk
4.5 In March 2019 the Steering Group presented an update to the Yateley Town Council
Annual Meeting. This provided an overview of progress as well as feedback from the Getting
Around and Green spaces sub groups. The presentations can be found at www.yateleytc.gov.uk
4.6 In Autumn 2019 an article on the Neighbourhood Plan was included in the Yateley Town
Council Newsletter that is delivered to all households in the Parish. This is set out in Appendix
4.
4.7 Just prior to the start of the Draft Plan consultation 2020 members of the Steering Group
gave a presentation to The Yateley Society and engaged them on key issues. The presentation
can be found at https://ydf-np.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/YDF-NHP-Presentationv2.pdf
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5 Spring 2020 School Climate Change Poster Competition
5.1 In the autumn of 2019 a Climate Change poster competition was organised amongst the
7 Schools in Yateley.
5.2 Over 1100 entries were received with the best entries in each year group awarded a
certificate
presented
at
school
assemblies. Two public exhibitions of
these posters were held – on February 29
at Yateley Secondary School when the
Mayor of Yateley launched the
Neighbourhood Plan’s Resident Survey
and on March 14 at the Darby Green
Community Centre. Some 350 people
attended the events and viewed the
exhibits. Some examples of the poster
entries are attached at Appendix 5.
Figure 1: Richard Quarterman, Chairman of the NPSG introducing the residents survey

6 Spring 2020 Residents Survey
6.1 As part of the process of developing Yateley’s Neighbourhood Plan a Draft Plan, Annexe
and survey was produced by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group and was the subject of
consultation in February – April 2020. The Draft Plan, Annex and Survey were uploaded to
the Neighbourhood Plan website https://ydf-np.org.uk. Some 7500 copies of the survey were
delivered to the 21,000 residents of Yateley, Darby Green and Frogmore during February
2020.
6.2
The survey was officially launched by Cllr Gerry Crisp, Yateley Town Council Mayor, on
29 February at an exhibition of Climate Change Posters produced by students from 7 local
schools with members of the Steering Group available to answer questions from residents.
The event was subsequently the subject of a full page report and photos in the Fleet and
Yateley News and Mail published 11 March.
6.3
On March 14, a further exhibition was held at the Darby Green Community Centre at
which the Steering Group Chairman explained the purpose of the survey and why it was
important for residents to express their views.
6.4

Documents relating to this consultation can be found from the links below:
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•

Draft
Plan
2020
content/uploads/2020/02/LatestDraftPlan.pdf

https://ydf-np.org.uk/wp-

•

The
Annexe
to
the
Draft
Plan
content/uploads/2020/02/YDF-N-Plan-annex-v3.3.pdf

https://ydf-np.org.uk/wp-

•

The Draft Plan Survey - https://ydf-np.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/NPResident-Survey-2020-final-v3.pdf

2020 Survey Response
6.5

By the closing date of 17 April, 488 questionnaires had been completed.

6.6
For each of the potential policy areas, there was both a yes/no question and space for
comments and suggestions. Analysis of the 488 completed questionnaires shows that there
was support for all the major policy proposals.
6.7
Some of the questions covered areas wider than the remit of a Neighbourhood Plan,
for example questions relating to traffic speed limits and to interest in joining green action
groups. These issues are picked up, where relevant in the Community Ambitions section of
the Neighbourhood Plan and have informed the work of the Town Council Climate Change
Action Group. This evidence base will also serve as the basis for requesting funding for
community initiatives such as enabling buses to serve more destinations and
creating/widening pavements and installing cycle lanes.
6.8
Appendix 6 sets out a summary of the responses to the 2020 Spring Survey and Draft
Plan consultation. Recognition of the importance of topics to the local community informed
the need to have policies in the Draft Neighbourhood Plan including on:
-

Design
Mix of homes including affordable housing
Climate Change
Flooding
Green Infrastructure
Active Travel
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7 Strategic Environmental Assessment/Habitat Regulation
Assessment Screening Opinion
7.1 The YDFNP Steering Group requested that Hart District Council screen the Neighbourhood
Plan for Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA)
in December 2020.
7.2 Natural England, the Environment Agency and Historic England were consulted as part of
the screening process. The screening opinion concluded that a SEA and HRA is not required
for the Neighbourhood Plan. A copy of the Screening can be found on the Neighbourhood
Plan website.

8 Pre-Submission Consultation (Regulation 14) Community
Engagement
8.1 The Pre-Submission consultation on the draft plan is a statutory stage of consultation.
The consultation ran from 10 May to 2 July 2021. The Neighbourhood Plan and evidence
documents were available to download from the Yateley Town Council and Neighbourhood
Development Plan website during the consultation period. The Pre-Submission Plan can be
viewed at https://ydf-np.org.uk/plan/draft-neighbourhood-plan-reg-14-version/.
8.2 The following engagement activities were undertaken. These were restricted to some
extent by the limits on face-to-face activities due to Covid 19 and so relied on social media
and online engagement as well as raising awareness through the use of banners, fliers and
the Yateley Town Council newsletter as set out below.
Table 3: Consultation undertaken on the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan
Activity

Details

Targeted emails
and letters

Emails or letters were sent to just over 100 statutory consultees and other
relevant organisations as set out in Appendix 7. A copy of the consultation
letter can also be found in Appendix 8.
The website was set up from the first day of consultation to include the
consultation Plan, evidence documents and a link to an online response
from as well as to a Word version of the response form.

Website

Banner

The website and emails/letters made clear that hard copies of the
Neighbourhood Plan could be viewed by contacting the Town Council.
A banner advertising the Neighbourhood Plan consultation was set up at
the following locations (see photo below and Appendix 9):
Tennis Court, Yateley - 10.05.21 – 14.06.21
Outside the Dog & Partridge Public House, Yateley - 10.05.21 – 19.05.21 &
14.06.21 – 02.07.21
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Darby Green Road/Lane - 24.05.21 – 13.06.21
Frogmore Green, Frogmore - 14.06.21 – 02.07.21
Photo of Banner outside the Dog & Partridge

Social
Facebook posts took place on:
media/Facebook May – 12th, 20th, 28th
June – 7th, 15th, 18th, 25th, 29th
July – 1st
(see further detail on Social Media below)
Presentations
23 March and 27 April – NP Steering Group Vice Chairman presented the
Plan at virtual meetings with The Yateley Society. 18 members attended
the latter meeting.

Yateley Town
Council
newsletter
Virtual Q & A
session
Other

27 May 2021 - Yateley Town Council Annual Town Meeting – presentation
by the NP Steering Group Chairman – live streamed on FB and available to
view afterwards. Also had copies of Plan and flyer for NP documents and
response forms at meeting.
11 June 2021 - 2 page article included in the newsletter which is delivered
to all households in the Parish – see Appendix 10.
17 June 2021 - Advertised on YTC Facebook and Twitter the YDF NP
Facebook page and hosted by the NP Steering Group Chairman – 2
residents attended (Note attached at Appendix 11).
Article sent to June 2021 Eversley and Bramshill Parish Magazine
June 14th 2021 – Vice Chairman raised awareness of the consultation at
the Yateley and District Garden Society.
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Social Media
8.3 As set out above there were regular Facebook posts on the Neighbourhood Plan
Facebook Page. This resulted in the following:
•
•
•
•

1,077 website hits (841 in May + 177 in June + 59 in July)
532 Downloads of the Plan (396 in May + 109 in June + 27 in July)
174 Downloads of the survey pdf response form (124 in May + 23 in June + 27 in
July)
Facebook followers gained during consultation period = 48 (404 -> 452) an increase
of around 11%

Screenshot of social media post 7 June 2021
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Pre-submission Responses
8.4 25 responses were received to the Pre-submission Consultation. These were from a mix
of residents, statutory consultees and other organisations including developers. A summary
of the comments received and the Town Council response is set out in Appendix 12.
Some of the key issues raised were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need for further local evidence;
Technical comments on Policy wordings and links with other local and national
policy;
Recognition of the climate change emergency and the need for strong climate
change policies;
Concern about the capacity of flooding infrastructure and the need to protect
existing and new development from flooding;
Potential inclusion of further detail on heritage assets in the Parish and the need for
a positive heritage strategy;
Specific suggestions for improving highway safety and cycling and walking facilities;
Developer promotion of sites for potential development;
Comments on several Views.

8.5 The main changes made as a result of the comments were:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Collation of the evidence into a Background evidence document, along with separate
and updated Biodiversity and Views Background documents;
Reference to heritage added in to the Objectives to better link with the Vision and
Policies;
Mapping changes;
Some rewording of policies including Policy YDFNP1: Sustainable Development,
YDFNP2 Climate Change; YDFNP6 Development affecting Conservation Areas;
YDFNP10 Community Facilities and updates to Policy YDFNP12 Housing Mix and
Affordable Housing following publication of revised National Planning Practice
Guidance introducing First Homes;
Recognition of the new Use Classes Order in Policy YDFNP5;
Changes to supporting text including some deletions where information is held in
other documents such as the Conservation Area Appraisals.

8.6 Following the close of consultation a Virtual meeting was held with Hart District Council
(HDC) to run through and clarify comments that they had made. HDC also subsequently gave
some informal comments on the emerging Draft submission Plan.
8.7 The Yateley Town Council Planning and Licensing Committee considered the proposed
Submission Neighbourhood Plan on 15th October 2021 and recommended it for approval by
Full Council. It was subsequently agreed for submission by Full Council on 25 October.
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9 Conclusion
9.1
This Consultation Statement has demonstrated how the local community and
stakeholders have been engaged in the process of preparing the Yateley, Darby Green and
Frogmore Neighbourhood Plan. It shows how the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group and
other volunteers, along with the Town Council have considered the feedback from
consultation and how this has been used to inform the Submission Neighbourhood Plan.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Vision and Objectives Flier
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Appendix 2 – Results from the Neighbourhood Plan 2018 Vison and Objectives
consultation
YDF NP Initial Survey report
The survey on priorities ran from 7 May – 30 June 2018.
There were 492 responses. Figures are rounded and so may not always add up to 100%.
On the 28, 29 and 30 there was a spike in survey returns due to publicity from Blackbushe Airport
urging their users to “let Yateley Town Council know you would like them to support the Blackbushe
Airport Vision, bringing jobs and income to the local economy” The comments have been excluded
from question 4 and passed on to the Town Council as per the request.
The analysis of the survey is as follows:
66% of respondents strongly agreed with the vision, with a further 28% agreeing. 4% were unsure,
1% disagreed and 0.5% strongly disagreed.
Respondents were asked to rank their top 5 objectives.
Objective
Protect open spaces and waterscapes
Ensure development is supported by infrastructure (e.g. medical and school capacity)
Ensure new development is of an appropriate type, size, density and quality that contributes to the
community's needs
Encourage better facilities for young people
Safe, well maintained and well lit public spaces
Campaign for better public and community transport
Preserve historic buildings and views
Better traffic management
Encourage biodiversity by providing habitats for local wildlife
Cycle/pedestrian paths and other facilities to encourage healthy lifestyles
Provide sufficient affordable housing, particularly starter homes and flats
Encourage sympathetic redevelopment of shopping and business facilities
Protect strategic gaps between communities
Appropriate parking provision
Encourage energy efficiency
Use Community Infrastructure Levy to fund local facilities
Statement of design principles and standards
When ranking the 5 most important objectives results showed very little variance.
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%
59
55
41
38
34
33
31
30
29
27
27
26
25
17
12
11
5

The top 6 were:
• Provide sufficient affordable housing, particularly starter homes and flats
• Ensure development is supported by infrastructure (e.g. medical and school capacity)
• Ensure new development is of an appropriate type, size, density and quality that contributes
to the community’s needs
• Protect open spaces and waterscapes
• Encourage better facilities for young people
• Protect strategic gaps
There were 174 comments, some were not reflected below as they were questions, historical
statements, suggestions for future surveys etc. This section clearly reflected the publicity by
Blackbushe Airport. For the purposes of this analysis the 45 comments asking for the continuation
and expansion of the airfield have been sent to the Town Council as per the request in the Airport’s
publicity. The group will still need to bear the issue of the airport in mind when formulating the draft
plan.
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Comment summary
Housing and Infrastructure
More smaller and starter homes
More infrastructure for new developments (health etc)
More sympathetic developments
No more housing in the area
Develop unused buildings
Increase recycling
Ensure properties have gardens
Get more teachers in Yateley School
More street lighting
Protect the built conservation areas
Traffic & Travel
Road and pavement repairs
Better transport links
Improve parking at the shops
Congestion
More speed restrictions
Better cycle facilities
Ensure contractors reinstate paths
Open Space and Wildlife
Maintain open spaces and common land
Protect wildlife
Maintain settlement gaps
Better play facilities
Have a splash pad in the area
More open spaces
Better maintenance of verges and ditches
Promote access to the countryside
Crime and Disorder
Reduce crime and disorder by young people
Increase the number of police officers
Reduce petty crime
Reduce anti-social behaviour and vandalism
Deal with the problems at St Peter’s porch
Reduce litter
Reduce noise
Community
Improve the parade
We need a “centre” of the town
More sports opportunities
More services for older people
Increase community spirit
Make people move to Wales or Scotland
Have a regular newsletter
More things for young people
Have more in Darby Green and Frogmore
General
General support
General thanks for doing the work
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No of comments
17
11
5
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
17
10
9
6
2
1
1
11
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
7
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
3

Age ranges were:
Age
Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

%
0.5
4
7
16
27
25
20

Responders self-selected description
Description
Live in Yateley
Live in Darby Green
Live in Frogmore
Work in Y, DG or F
Visit Y, DG or F for leisure, shopping or school
Visit family or friends in Y, DG or F
Planning on moving to Y, DG or F
Other

%
65
4
4
7
10
4
1
2

“Other” included people living in other areas e.g. Liverpool, Hawley and Blackwater and former
residents who did not state where they lived.
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Appendix 3 - “Getting Around” Survey Response
Yateley, Darby Green and Frogmore Neighbourhood Plan
A purposeful, qualitative sampling approach, designed to ‘unpack’ some of the issues associated
with ‘Getting Around’ the town, identified in the original, representative, quantitative survey. As
such, we particularly wanted to reach those who might have mobility issues, and might be more
difficult to reach in traditional questionnaire approaches (such as students/young people, and the
over 65s). Sixty four interviews were conducted face-to-face either at random, or in pre-arranged
workshops, late 2018/early 2019.
We asked:
“In your experience, what do we need to know about what it’s like getting around Yateley?”
These are some of the themes we heard:
“Cars feel prioritised over pedestrians, when the key to improving many issues to do with getting
around is to encourage people to walk for short journeys instead of jump in their cars”
Time and time again, people said that although many can be heard to say we need better parking
provision in Yateley, the real answer is to encourage more people out of their cars for short
journeys.
“Yateley is a great place to walk”
Many wanted to celebrate the fact that we have some great green spaces for walking – like the
Common, like Horseshoe Lake, like the River Blackwater – and we could do more to help people
understand how to find these, and link up between them.
“Yateley is too reliant on the car”
There was a feeling we could do more to ease our reliance on the car, or at the very least, share
what we have. For a town of our size, we seem fairly isolated.
It was noted by a number that some people are totally reliant on the bus, and they are left
particularly exposed. The town’s infrastructure has not kept up with the pace of expansion of its
population over the years.
“Lack of transport options can particularly impact on young people’s friendship and study
networks.”
Consistent theme from students we spoke to. Difficult to meet up when your friends live in Yateley,
Finchampstead, Eversley, Frogmore, Sandhurst and Blackwater.
Found that young people were already walking long distances. Would help if paths were there to
make this option more direct and connective – e.g. improving River Blackwater path.
“Local public transport should be a network – not separate sets of services”
Someone raised the point that bus, rail and community transport across the local area should be
integrated.
“Reading Road feels too busy – more like an ‘A’ road sometimes”
Concerns raised that far too many large articulated lorries are thundering through the centre of the
town. Many felt they must be using it as a ‘cut through’ since there are so many. Speed also an issue
for other vehicles too in other spots here, and on Cricket Hill Lane.
We asked:
“What three things most need improving/changing to make getting around Yateley easier?”
These are some of the themes we heard:
“Improving the local bus service”
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More people would use it if it was cheaper, more regular, served the mainline Waterloo railway
service – and ran into the evening.
The lack of a regular bus service to Fleet was raised consistently. Interestingly, Fleet was named the
‘number one’ destination when heading out of the town.
At the time, ‘bunching’ of buses, with two arriving at the same time was becoming a real issue. Some
felt the Tudor Drive area felt particularly isolated.
Need to better serve parts of Frogmore with any bus provision.
In the last four decades, we have lost direct services, for example, from Yateley to London, Reading,
Basingstoke, Fleet and Farnborough.
“Improving state, and provision of footpaths (the most raised issue), especially for wheelchairs”
Some stated they can be poorly designed, for example at Church End Green. Others referred to poor
states of repair/uneven, and the need for more dropped kerbs in some places to help wheelchairs
with accessibility. Pavement parking was raised consistently, and poor hedge trimming. Some people
mentioned improving the provision of benches would encourage more people to walk too.
The need for a formal path connecting Eversley and Yateley was raised by a number of people. Even
if it is not alongside the main B3272, the links between the two places need to be looked at. And a
number raised points about some alleyways needing to be more regularly maintained.
“Need better lighting in key locations, to improve footpath connectivity”
This was a particular issue for paths to the village hall, and across The Green and to The Tythings.
Paths can be poorly lit, even in relatively busy areas.
“Need for more pedestrian crossings”
People said there are not enough places to cross the road on the main Reading Road (locations cited
at The Tythings, and between the existing crossings at Greggs, and Manor Park Drive), and on Cricket
Hill Lane (where people are accessing the Common on foot, but confronted by speeding traffic,
whether near Wyndham’s Pool, or Stevens Hill).
“Importance of traffic calming measures, and speed restrictions where appropriate”
“Importance of improving specific road junctions”
Those raised included the junction of Marsh Lane and the B3272 (although this is in Eversley);
Sandhurst Road and the B3272 at the Royal Oak.
We asked:
“What can we learn most from things that already work well about getting around, either in
Yateley, or somewhere else you know?”
These are some of the themes we heard:
“It feels that Yateley has been turned into a place that is at the ‘end of the line’. It should be ‘en
route’, rather than a terminus/turnaround point for the bus.”
“The need for clear, separated, prioritised cycle lanes.”
Raised by a number of respondents. Lanes should be easily identifiable, and understandable as a
network that help you get to and from specific places, rather than abstract.
“Well designed/drawn maps showing how places are linked.”
“Need to be ahead of the curve, learning from innovative solutions, like ‘guided busways’ and
other rapid transit systems.”
Some referred to schemes they had seen in towns they had visited.
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Light rail networks improve congestion – and our connection horizons, as well as our impact on
climate. Long term, and ambitious and outside of our scope, but we need to help shape our future,
just as we are trying to do with climate change?
“Community run bus schemes which offer regular timetabled services, which help connect the
town to places which existing public transport does not serve.”
Social enterprise may offer some interesting models. Existing services by yelabus, NeighbourCare,
and the Stagecoach free community bus to Sainsburys Watchmoor Park were praised.
“Innovative path surfaces which illuminate after dark thanks to solar/sunlight capture – or waist
high solar pavement lighting solutions.”
Can technology help us with some of the issues we have with lighting, and how a lack of it can make
it difficult to get to some locations on foot in particular, but also by cycle?
We asked them to elaborate on some of the destinations they are heading out to most regularly.
Here are a list of the most popular places (we asked them to name three):
Within Yateley, they said they were heading to (top answers):
Yateley Medical Centre:
33
Church End Green:
29
Waitrose:
17
Co-op:
13
One Stop/KFC/Greggs:
8
Harpton Parade:
7
Yateley School:
7
The Parade/Reading Rd:
6
Horseshoe Lake:
3
Tesco Express:
3
The Green/Tythings:
3
When heading out of Yateley, they said they were heading to (top answers):
Fleet/Church Crookham:
33
Camberley:
32
The Meadows:
30
Farnborough:
16
Blackwater:
8* (some onward via rail)
Reading:
7
Sainsburys (Watchmoor):
6
Frimley Park Hospital:
6
Eversley:
4
Aldershot:
4
Basingstoke:
4
A bit about you:
We asked some questions about the respondents, mirroring the format of the original survey.
Age of respondents:
Under 18 years: 8
(12.5%)
18-24 years:
2
(3%)
25-34 years:
2
(3%)
35-44 years:
2
(3%)
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45-54 years:
3
(5%)
55-64 years:
2
(3%)
65 years and over:
45
(70.5%)
Do you consider yourself to have a disability?
Yes:
27
(42%)
No:
37
(58%)
Which of these best describe you?
(most appropriate was asked to be ticked)
Live in Yateley:
46
Live in Darby Green:
1
Live in Frogmore:
10
Work in Yateley area:
1
Visiting for leisure, shopping or school: 4
Visiting family or friends in the area:
2
Planning on moving to the area:
0
Other:
0

72%
1.5%
16%
1.5%
6%
3%
-
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Appendix 4 – Article in Yateley magazine, 2019

000

Yateley, Darby Green & Frogmore

Neighbourhood Plan

Over the last 26 years my family and I
have enjoyed the abundant flora and
fauna that the open spaces in and
around Yateley have to offer. I want to
help ensure that they are maintained
and enhanced for future generations
and not destroyed or damaged by
over development. Gill Gray—
Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group

For more information visit ydf-np.org.uk or contact Yateley Town Council on 01252 872198 office@yateley-tc.gov.uk
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Appendix 5 - Climate Change Poster Competition 2019
A poster can convey a message much more clearly than any written text. So in the autumn of 2019 a
Climate Change poster competition was organised amongst the 7 Schools in Yateley, Hampshire, UK
and 1100 entries were received. All expressed concern about the state of our planet and suggested
actions that could limit our changing climate. The overarching message can be summed up in one
single thought expressed by a student.
Save the planet today for our tomorrow

Some 150 of these
posters were awarded
a certificate and these
were presented to the
students in their school
assemblies.
All
students were willing to
follow up some of their
suggestions
with
actions but this new
campaign initiative has
been delayed because
of the Covid 19
pandemic.
Two public exhibitions
of these posters were
held – on February 29 at Yateley Secondary School when the Mayor of Yateley launched the
Neighbourhood Plan’s Resident Survey and on March 14 at the Darby Green Community Centre. Some
300 persons in total viewed the exhibits.
The exhibition was subsequently reported on the leading page of the Fleet and Yateley News and Mail
and a further full page spread complete with posters was displayed on page 5.
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Appendix 6 – Results of 2020 Draft Plan Consultation
Section 1 - Climate Change
Question CC1 Have you observed any changes in the climate? If Yes, what have you observed?
75% of respondents had observed changes in climate change. The following graph shows the most
commonly mentioned changes that had been observed.
Graph 1: Observed changes in Climate
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Question CC2 Do you agree that actions to limit climate change are required at a local level? Yes No
92% of respondents agreed that local actions were required at a local level to limit climate change.

Biodiversity
Question BI1 Have you noticed any decline in species such as bees and butterflies? Yes No. If Yes,
what have you observed?
72% of respondents had observed a decline in species.
Question BI2 Can you identify areas where native trees, hedgerows or wild flower areas can be
planted? Yes No. If so, where?
240 proposals were received relating to some 54 sites where native trees, hedgerows or wild flower
meadows could be sown. Their suggestions are summarised on the graph below Other proposals included • Urnfield SANG site
• Around playing fields including those of local schools
• Planting hedgerows rather than erecting fencing of properties
• Anywhere that needs water taking away
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•

Perimeters of all new housing developments should be planted with trees and hedgerows

Graph 2: Suggested areas for additional planting
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Question BI3 Would you be willing to join and/or support a community green action group to
undertake actions to improve biodiversity and preserve ecosystems? Yes No
52% of respondents were willing to join/support a green action group

Section 2 - Enhancing Infrastructure
Question FL1 Do you agree that development should be prohibited within any area that the
Environment Agency predicts to be at high risk of flooding? Yes No
96% of respondents agreed there should be no building within the 1 in 100 year flood plain.
Question FL2 Are you aware of any areas of local flooding? Yes No. If so, please indicate.
39% of respondents were aware of areas subject to local flooding.
Over 200 comments were received referencing flooding in 40 different areas spread across the parish.
Suggestions include Reading Road, near Horseshoe Lake, Moulsham Lane, Monteagle Lane, Marsh
Lane, at the roundabout near The White Lion pub, Weybridge Mead, Mill Lane, and many comments
say that Yateley is an area prone to flooding generally. The eight most frequently mentioned areas are
displayed in Graph 3 below.
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Graph 3: Most mentioned areas where flooding had been observed
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Maintaining Strategic Gaps
Question SG1 Do you agree that all strategic gaps between settlements be maintained as green
areas with no further development or infilling allowed? Yes No
95% of respondents agreed to preventing coalescence between settlements.
Question SG2 Can you suggest how these areas be used to benefit the environment and biodiversity?
Over 250 comments were received suggesting uses including designated nature reserves, wildflower
meadows, stumperies, more planting of native shrubs and trees, allotments, keeping open spaces to
allow for ‘green lung’ areas, hedgerows and common areas.
Graph 4 below shows the most mentioned suggestions as to how strategic gaps could be used to
benefit the environment.
Graph 4: Environmental benefits of Gaps
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Other suggestions included –
• Providing space for allotments and community orchard
• Creating local SANGs and nature reserves
• Farming and grazing
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Question SG3 Is it important to you that Yateley Common is preserved for future generations? Yes
No
85% of respondents agreed to preserve Yateley Common as common land. 14.5% did not reply.
Question SG4 If Blackbushe Airport was to close, do you agree that this land should revert to being
common land? Yes No
88% of respondents agreed that it should revert to common land.

Enhancing Digital Infrastructure
Question ET1 Do you have good broadband coverage? Yes No. Your Postcode:
85% of respondents reported good coverage.
Question ET2 Do you have good mobile phone coverage? Yes No. Your Postcode:
78% of respondents had good coverage

Upgrading Infrastructure
Question UE1 Do you agree with producing renewable electricity and heat locally to limit fossil fuel
usage? Yes No
93% of respondents approved of local generation of heat and electricity
Question UE2 Does your home have roof mounted solar electric or solar thermal panels? Yes No If
not would you like some relevant information? Yes No
10% of respondents had solar panels; 25% would like more information
Question UE3 Do you have an electric vehicle? Yes No If not do you intend to buy one in the next 5
years? Yes No

5% of respondents had electric vehicles; 37% considered investing in next 5 years

Section 3 - Improving Housing Provision

Question LD1 Are you in favour of promoting good local design to enhance the built environment?
392 responses were received. 97% were in favour of promoting good local design.
Question LD2 What do you think constitutes good local design?
Over 280 comments were received. Suggestions include a mix of affordable, eco-friendly housing,
green spaces, schools and doctors’ surgeries, a town centre with a good mix of useful basic shops,
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roads and paths in good repair, retaining character of town, sufficient parking, low-rise buildings.
Many comments emphasised need to have building ‘in keeping’ with local design and heritage, with
environmental focus. Responses are illustrated on Graph 5 below.
Graph 5: Examples of Good Design
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Question ED1 Should guidelines be introduced to reduce environmental emissions from buildings?
Yes No
94% of respondents agreed that environmental emissions should be reduced from all buildings
Question ED2 Which measures would you wish to consider if relevant information was available?
Tick all that apply. restoring radiator efficiency □ retrofitting thermal insulation □ installing low
energy lighting □ identifying and operating energy efficient appliances □
The percentage of the respondents who wanted further information is indicated in the histogram
below – it varies from 68% for thermal insulation to 80% requesting information on energy efficient
appliances.
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Graph 6 – Efficiency measures
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Optimising Housing Mix Including Affordable Housing
Question OH1 Should new development/redevelopment reflect Yateley’s current housing need? Yes
No
92% of respondents agreed development should reflect local needs.
Question OH2 Rank in order of importance: starter homes ....... bungalows........ flats .........
Respondents ranked these as
1 - starter homes
2 - bungalows
3 - flats.
Question OH3 How would you define an affordable home?
300 comments were received. Suggestions included homes that an average family could afford to run
and purchase on average local income, suitability for young buyers, with the ability to eventually own
the property outright in the long term. Some respondents suggested that house prices should not
exceed what could be reasonably afforded by local people, including those who are on lower salaries
or who are single.
The most important requirements are illustrated below and the most important provision is that a 2
bed home should not cost more than £250k whereas in the current development at Urnfield in Yateley,
the developers are selling houses from £350k and upwards. There is also a clear demand for homes
which young people under the age of 30 can afford to buy.
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Graph 7 Views on Affordable Homes
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Protecting Historic Buildings
Yateley has a number of historic and listed buildings.
Question PH1 Do you agree that these should be protected? Yes No
96% of respondents agreed that such buildings should be protected.

Sympathetic Redevelopment of Business Premises
It is desirable that any redevelopment should reflect the housing needs of the local community.
Question SR1 Do you agree that any redevelopment should reflect such needs? Yes No
95% of respondents agreed that any development should reflect current needs.

Identifying Development Sites
In order to accommodate any increase in population, suitable sites will need to be identified which
could be developed in future.

Question DS1 Can you suggest any suitable site which could minimise environmental impact? Yes
No. If so, where?
116 comments were received. Suggestions included Blackbushe Airport, the disused car garage
opposite The White Lion pub, flats above shops, the vacant Bell Pub, and others suggest that there is
no room and that expansion should be discouraged.
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Section 4 - Reducing Impact of Transport
Reducing Impact of Traffic
Question RT1 Do you agree to a weight limit on the B3272 through Yateley town centre? Yes No
95% of respondents agreed with imposing a weight limit.
Question RT2 Do you agree to a 20mph speed limit through Yateley town centre? Yes No
55% of respondents agreed with a speed limit of 20 mph (32 km/h)
Question RT3 Would you make use of an affordable community shuttle bus that serves the parish?
Yes No
50% of respondents would use a community shuttle bus if introduced in Yateley centre.
Question RT4 Would you make more use of buses if they served more destinations and provided
more interconnected services with other bus routes and trains? Yes No
75% of respondents would use buses rather than cars if buses served more destinations.
Any other comments
209 comments were received. Suggestions included a reliable and affordable bus service (especially
to train stations and local hospital), improving conditions and awareness of local footpaths, shuttle
bus into Yateley from further afield, better connections with local towns, speed limits, better road
conditions, electric vehicle charging points, electric buses.

Active Travel or Sustainable Mobility
Question SM1 Would you undertake fewer car journeys if active travel was prioritised? Yes No
72% of respondents would undertake less car journeys if active travel was prioritised.
Question SM2 Can you suggest locations for pavement upgrades, cycle lanes and crossing points?
218 comments were received. Suggestions included cycle lanes to main train stations and towns
locally, and through Yateley town centre towards Eversley, crossing points on Reading Road, improved
pavements on Firgrove Road, Monteagle Lane, Connaught Close, Selwyn Drive, Aylesham Way and
School Lane. Suggestions were received that pavements are needed from Co-Op to other shops near
the butchers, and potholes needing improvement. Suggestions are shown on Graphs 6,7 and 8.
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Graph 8: Pavements and Footpaths
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Graph 9: Cycle Lanes
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Graph 10: Additional Crossings
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Adopting Car Park Provision
Question CP1 Do you favour more car park space? Yes No. If so, where:
46% of respondents favoured more car parking spaces. 48 comments were received. Some
respondents suggest that car parking is not a priority or that travel by car should be discouraged.
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Others suggest locations including on green spaces around Yateley Green, at the disused car garage
site opposite The White Lion pub, or to access the Health Centre.

Section 5 - Promoting Leisure Activities
Supporting Leisure, Recreation and Sport Activities
Question LR1 Do you think that provision of such facilities could be enhanced? Yes No
55% of respondents would like existing facilities enhanced.
Question LR2 If so, can you suggest what other provision can be made?
A number of respondents considered that the range of facilities in the Parish was good, although
conversely others commented that for the size of Yateley, the Parish was not well served.
The most frequently mentioned additional provision was for an additional swimming pool followed by
facilities for youths. In addition, suggestions included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional gym facilities, including outdoor gyms and longer opening hours;
Additional and better access to tennis courts and to the basketball courts;
Better cycle routes;
Protection/improvement of the library;
Additional facilities/classes and affordable access for older people;
Additional facilities including:
Squash
Courts/Park
Run/climbing
wall/athletics
track/more
allotments/improved parking and facilities at Sean Devereux Park.

bowling/more

Provision of Allotments and Community Orchard
Question AL1 Would you be interested in an allotment if more land can be set aside? Yes No
22% of respondents were interested in allotments. The history of allotments within the Parish is that
in the past 40 years only one site has recently been allocated and that is located at Swan Lane.
However this site is not suitable for expansion and the waiting list for new allotments now exceeds
100 applications with many people deciding not even to apply.
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Question AL2 Can you suggest any areas which could be used for allotments or community orchards?
Some 34 sites were identified by respondents to the survey where land for allotments could be
allocated. A set of criteria were agreed and the list of sites was reviewed by a group of persons from
the Yateley and District Garden Society. Following site visits, the following sites were identified to
have the potential for development as allotments –
•
•
•

Sean Devereux Park
Area behind Red Cross Hut off Monteagle Lane
Frogmore School field adjacent to Priors Lane/Reading Road
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Appendix 7 – List of Pre-Submission Consultees
Hart District Council
Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council
Bracknell Forest Council
Civil Aviation Authority
East Hampshire District Council
Enterprise M3 (LEP)
Environment Agency
Environment Agency South East
Guildford Borough Council
Hampshire County Council
Highways England
Historic England South East
Homes England
Ministry of Defence
Natural England
NHS England
NHS Frimley CCG
Office of Rail Regulation
Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead
Council
Rushmoor Borough Council
Surrey County Council
Surrey Heath Borough Council
Waverley Borough Council
West Berkshire Council
Wokingham Borough Council
BT Group
Waldon Telecom Ltd
Virgin Media
Vodafone UK
EE
SSE Power
Southern Gas Network
British Gas
Thames Water
Network Rail
Blackwater and Hawley TC
Eversley PC
Hartley Wintney Parish Council
Bramshill Parish Council
Church Crookham Parish Council
Crondall Parish Council
Crookham Village Parish Council
Dogmersfield Parish Council
Elvetham Heath Parish Council
Ewshot Parish Council
Fleet Town Council
Greywell Parish Council
Heckfield Parish Council

South Warnborough Parish Council
Winchfield Parish Council
Sandhurst Town Council
Finchampstead Parish Council
Bentley Parish Council
Crowthorne Parish Council
Farnham Town Council
Froyle Parish Council
Hartley Wespall Parish Council
Newnham Parish Council
Old Basing Parish Council
Shalden Parish Council
Stratfield Saye Parish Council
Stratfield Turgis Parish Council
Swallowfield Parish Council
Upton Grey Parish Council
VIVID
Vivid Homes
Abri
The Yateley Society
Yateley & District Gardening Society
Yateley Lions Club
Blackbushe Airport
Blackwater Valley Countryside Partnership
Blackwater Valley Countryside Trust
Daisy Chain Café
Alzheimers UK
Yateley Industries
British Red Cross
Vision 4 Youth
Yelabus
Citizens Advice
Stagecoach
Bell Cornwell
Royal British Legion
Walking Group Yateley
St Peters Church
St Swithuns Church
Yateley Baptist Church
St Barnabas Church
Our House Church
Gateway Christian Fellowship
Hart Voluntary Action
Yateley School
Westfields Infant School
Westfields Junior School
Newlands Primary School
Cranford Park Primary School
Frogmore Community College
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Hook PC
Long Sutton PC
Mattingley PC
Odiham PC
Rotherwick PC

Yateley Manor
Potley Hill Primary School
Frogmore Infant School
Frogmore Junior School
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Appendix 8 – Letter/email words to Pre-submission Consultees
Council Offices, Reading Road,
Yateley, Hampshire GU46 7RP

Telephone: 01252 872198
e-mail: office@yateley-tc.gov.uk

Head of Planning
Bracknell Forest Council
Time Square
Market Street
Bracknell
RG12 1JD
7th May 2021
Dear Sir / Madam,
Yateley, Darby Green & Frogmore Pre-submission Neighbourhood Plan
Regulation 14 Consultation
In accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012, notice is given that the
Regulation 14 public consultation for the pre-submission Yateley, Darby Green & Frogmore
Neighbourhood Plan will start on Monday, 10th May and run until Friday, 2nd July 2021 (midnight).
About the Pre-submission Plan
The Yateley, Darby Green & Frogmore Neighbourhood Plan has been created through listening to the
views of residents and businesses across the parish. The Pre-submission Plan will provide a means
of guiding, promoting, and enabling sustainable development within the Parish, whilst protecting its
special character and encouraging development proposals that benefit the community.
Yateley Town Council invites comments on the Pre-submission Plan. All responses received will be
considered by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group and the Town Council to produce a revised
version of the Plan, which will then be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for examination by an
independent examiner.
Viewing the Pre-submission Plan and Making a Comment
The Pre-submission Plan, along with the evidence and background documents, can be viewed
at
If you would like a hard copy of the Pre-submission Plan, documentation or the response form
please contact the Town Council (details above).
You may submit a response to this consultation either by:
• Completing the SurveyMonkey link https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/HT7SXDP
• Completing a digital response form downloaded from https://ydf-np.org.uk/reg-14consultation/ and emailing it to office@yateley-tc.gov.uk
• Requesting a paper response form, which you can complete by hand and return to the
Yateley Town Council office (address above)
• Submitting your response in your own format or report.
All responses should be received by midnight on Friday 2nd July 2021.
We look forward to your comments.
Yours faithfully,
Rochelle Halliday
Town Clerk
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Appendix 9 – Photos of Posters and Banners During Pre-submission
Consultation
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Appendix 10 – Extract from Yateley Town Council Newsletter - Summer 2021
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Appendix 11 – Note of Pre-submission Virtual Q&A session
Resident - What verges will be sown with wild flowers?
Ans: The areas being sown with wild flowers have been selected from a list compiled by a
sub group of YCAN. The difficulty has been to obtain a multi site cultivation license from HCC
Highways as none of the 366 Parishes in Hampshire have ever made this request. The primary
concern is the reduction in pollinators which pollinate 70% of our food supplies and so to
restore biodiversity and provide habitats for pollinators, it becomes essential to convert
verges (and other suitable sites) to wild flower meadows.
Our request was successful because we offered to produce a best practice guide on the
methods of conversion and for this we needed a multi-site license. We then had to request
YTC’s Environment Committee for YTC to become hold the license holder because one of the
license’s requirements was that the holder had to carry liability insurance of at least £5
million. By the time that this was agreed it was too late to sow yellow rattle seed and we had
to wait until the frosts had ended before we could spray with herbicide. We then were able
to sow the seed at the end of May and then had two weeks without any rain so we could only
germinate the seed once the rains came.
Resident - What is being done about increasing biodiversity?
Ans: YCAN intends to convert further sites this autumn in order to trial other methods of
conversion. For this we will need to apply for a further multi-site cultivation license and we
will request the ENV committee to purchase a further license.
Apart from wild flower meadows, there is also the need to restore tree cover and YCAN is in
contact with HCC as they have their own nursery which can supply trees for approved HCC
sites such as verges. In the Neighbourhood Plan, we require any development to show a net
biodiversity gain and the new Environment Bill to be laid before Parliament requires a 10%
gain. This will avoid what is happening in Arborfield where the developer is laying out 5000
houses all with artificial grass.
Resident - What is being done about the drains along Reading Road which are blocked ?
Ans: Yateley has a problem with flooding and more than 40 sites have been identified in the
2020 Residents Survey. It is a structural problem in that natural drainage has been reduced
through erecting buildings and it will take substantial funds and time to overcome this
problem.
Resident - What is being done about cycle paths particularly Yateley to Fleet?
Ans: There have been no cycle paths created in the 40 years I have lived in Yateley. 72% of
responses to the residents survey replied that they would use less cars if active travel was
prioritised. We also know that 20% more students would cycle to school if dedicated paths
were created.
Our local councillors have discussed this need with HCC and the response was that there were
no funds available for either creating new cycle paths nor even conducting feasibility studies.
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Appendix 12 – Summary of Pre-submission Comments and the YDFNP Response
Table 1 – Response from Statutory Consultees [summarised]
Respondent
Church
Crookham
Parish Council

Policy/paragraph
General

Comment
Has decided to make no comments on the Plan.

Hart District
Council

General

Whilst community views are pertinent to the evolution
of the NP, National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) on
Neighbourhood Planning, includes specific reference to
the need for robust evidence.

General

General

Response
Noted

Further local/and or technical evidence has been
provided to support a number of the Policies and
included in text where appropriate and in a separate
Evidence document supporting the Neighbourhood
Plan.
This includes additional supporting evidence on; the
On this basis it may be necessary for more technical
loss of local species to support Policy YDFNP3:
evidence to be gathered to support a proposed policy,
Biodiversity; additional local evidence on walking and
particularly where there is reference to strong
cycling and vehicular and pedestrian accidents to
community support. This will allow for a balanced
support Policy YDFNP15: Active Travel; additional
approach to be taken in the proposed policy response
evidence on broadband and mobile phone coverage
and will also support the deliverability of the policy, in
and an up to date survey of the Uses in the Village
accordance with the guidance stated above.
centre shopping parades.
All policies should be positively worded, a number of
Policies have been reviewed and additional wording
your policies have very detailed requirements, therefore included where considered appropriate.
you may wish to consider including the following:
“As appropriate to the nature, scale and location of the
proposed development’.
It is also necessary for policies to provide flexibility – a
Noted and reviewed.
scheme may be presented which offers compliance with
a portion of the policy, so including ‘where possible’ can
add some flexibility.
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PPG includes Paragraph: 041 Reference ID: 41-04120140306:

General

Vision and
Objectives

Objective A
General - Policies
Map

General

‘A policy in a neighbourhood plan should be clear and
unambiguous. It should be drafted with sufficient clarity
that a decision maker can apply it consistently and with
confidence when determining planning applications. It
should be concise,
precise and supported by appropriate evidence. It
should be distinct to reflect and respond to the unique
characteristics and planning context of the specific area
for which it has been prepared’.
Where policies include direct reference to adopted Hart
Local Plan policies – the policy does not need to repeat
the LP requirements, clarify what the policy is
adding over and above the LP policy (and/or NPPF).
It may be helpful to identify which policies contribute
towards which objectives. This way there’s a trail of
compliance and this aids as a checklist to ensure what
you’ve identified through the vision and objectives can
be delivered through the application of the policies. For
example you have included an objective to encourage
better facilities for young people, but there’s no policy
which allocates any facilities or specifically refers to
provision for young people?
Could say here that this should be based on housing
need?
Will there be a policies map to accompany the NP?, this
could pull together the various maps in the document
and help clarify the coverage of some of the policies.
The Councils’ Biodiversity officer has advised that they
would have expected to see reference to the extensive
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Reviewed.

Agreed, additional text has been added in to Section
5 Vision and Objectives which shows the links more
clearly.

As the Objective already refers to meeting local
needs no change proposed.
A new Appendix has been created pulling together
maps of each of the Policy designations.

An additional map showing the extent of Common
Land has been added into the About Yateley Parish

Section where there was existing reference to
Common Land in the text.

Page 9, Map 2
Page 10, para 20
Page 10, para 21

common land that surrounds the town to the south and
has significance to the restrictions of the settlement
area as well as adding to the landscape value and
history of the town.
Show overlap of SSSI and SPA designation
Typo Borders – ‘borders’
X refer to Map 4 when referring to conservation areas

Page 13 list of Hart
LP policies

Check this includes all strategic policies as necessary
(SD1; ED1; H3; NBE4; INF6)

Noted – additional reference made to SD1, ED1 and
NBE4

Page 18 – current
consultation

It will be necessary at submission to detail the
consultation undertaken under Regulation 14.

Policy YDFNP1

Policy is very broad – perhaps re focus as a spatial
strategy policy and leave the detail to other policies to
avoid repetition and potential confusion?

Noted – additional detail has been added setting out
the consultation undertaken on the Pre-Submission
Neighbourhood Plan. Further detail is provided in the
Consultation Statement.
Agreed – Policy clarified and reworded. Repetition
with YDFNP2 has been deleted.

Consider rewording some elements for clarity First para
– 2nd sentence‘Outside the settlement boundaries development will
only be supported where it is in accordance with other
policies... and would not result in visual or physical
coalescence of settlements.’
Second para ‘Residential proposals within settlement boundaries will
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Amended map included.
Updated
Updated

Further amendments to the Policy made following
informal comments from HDC in October 2021.

be supported where they are well-designed and meet
all other relevant requirements including...”
But some of the criteria listed would also apply to non
residential development – clarify intention of the policy
2nd para – clarify what is meant by appropriate
infrastructure
5th bullet – follow NPPF in terms of sequential and
exception tests in relation to flooding
7th bullet – Preserving of or enhancement of the
significance...
8th bullet – Net gain in biodiversity, where possible,
unless justification is provided why this can’t be
achieved..
3rd para – This para repeats YDFNP2 – so leave there or
edit to clarify
‘reduces greenhouse gas emissions’ should be clearer
and show that this relates to the construction and
occupation stages of the development. References to
local generation of electricity and concentration of
geothermal heat – is there an evidence base that
supports this – have you considered the impact on
viability – what scale and types of development will be
able to comply with this? See above comment about
inserting As appropriate to the nature, scale and
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location of the proposed development’, alternatively
add ‘where possible’.

Page 22 para 54 –
55

Fourth para consider rewording – need to clarify nature
and type of jobs – what’s the evidence saying?
Housing comment - Could say a range of affordable
housing tenures.
Reference to the residents survey etc – is there any
technical evidence that supports certain types of
renewable energy in the NP area to back up the
residents views of supporting the local generation of
electricity and heat. Does this evidence exist? If so refer
to it to demonstrate to provide guidance on how this
can be achieved and the policies implemented.

Agreed – Policy wording amended
There is no specific study that relates to the
Neighbourhood Area. Solar electricity – as the cost of
modules and their installation has decreased by a
factor of 4 in the past 10 years, it is now cost
effective to install solar panels in Yateley on roofs
orientated SE to SW; any excess electricity can be
exported at the deemed price of 5.4p/kWh.
Geothermal heat – the geology of the upper 200m
beneath the surface of Yateley is suitable for
extracting the geothermal heat (para 56, BGS). For a
similar geological formation underlying Reading, it
was concluded that there was sufficient geothermal
heat to supply all 93,000 dwellings provided that the
average heat loss per dwelling did not exceed 5.0 kW
at -1C outside temperature (para 58).

Page 23

This reflects the national picture but is there more local
data available – how does this apply to the NP area?
What opportunities exist locally etc?
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Amendments made to supporting text.
With current cost of modules and installation, solar
electricity in Yateley is cost effective provided that
the roof is orientated SE to SW. Some 25% of the
residents responding to the survey requested more
information which YCAN has formulated.

Accessing geothermal heating from communal
borehole arrays will require –
either an existing utility to supply geothermal heat or
a communal energy company to be established

Page 23 para 60

The HQM (BRE) as it is understood only relates to the
provision of new buildings and homes and does not
relate to the 'renovation' of older stock or 'historic
buildings'.

Changes made to supporting text.
Agreed - Policy and text wording amended.

The policy statement sets out that compliance is to be
encouraged but cannot be mandatory, so it is hard to
appreciate how this would be taken up or how it might
be required of a building owner or developer at present.
Strongly recommend that the wording 'and renovations
of historic buildings' be removed from the text.

Page 23 para 61

Page 24 Policy
YDFNP2

If this is to be retained then this should be re-phrased as
'and renovations of existing buildings’ if there is
evidence to clarify this can be applied to existing
buildings.
How will you monitor this – a monitoring framework
needs to be established to monitor the effectiveness of
all the policies.

Additional wording has been added to the supporting
text setting out the requirements for supporting
information.

Recommend that the policy is checked against the
requirements of the PPG – to ensure that it is compliant

Additional wording has been added to the Monitoring
and Review section of the Plan.
Policy YDFNP2 redrafted taking into account all
comments received on the Pre-submission Plan and
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with national policies and advice and will comply with
the basic conditions:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/climate-change
What evidence is expected to support the policy? – how
would applicants demonstrate compliance – typically
applications could not deliver all requirements?
First para
Consider starting policy with ‘as appropriate to the
scale, nature ...’ and then continue with the
requirements of the policy.
How will you know if it’s a high level of sustainable
design?
Consider replacing ‘they consume less non- renewable
energy than the development it replaces’ with ‘are
more energy efficient’?
How would bullet i be achieved – if not installed on
construction can be tricky to retro fit
Bullet j – reword - as written it makes it sound like you
are asking for higher levels of emissions?
Final para consider referring to ‘significance and
character’ rather than integrity and see comments
above on historic buildings. Suggest consider rewording
along the lines of: Proposals for retrofitting historic
buildings that do not harm their character or
significance will be supported.
Or The retrofitting of heritage assets with energy saving
/ generating measures will be supported where it is
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checked against the PPG as well as to separate
adaptation and mitigation measures.

demonstrated that such improvements cannot be made
by other means and must be accompanied by
justification for the proposed works. Any works must
meet the legislative tests of preserving or enhancing the
heritage asset.

Page 25 para 64

The elements of this policy should be re-written so as to
be clear and unambiguous as set out in the PPG.
Reference to the residents survey etc – is there any
technical evidence that provides details of the decline in
species etc rather than ‘observed decline’ as
referenced.

There are no Parish wide surveys although the Parish
has obtained information from the Hampshire
Biodiversity Information Centre (HBIC) in 2019 which
identifies species found in the Parish over the last 15
years. There is a range of national evidence regarding
species decline.
Additional reference has been made in the
supporting text to the RSPB State of Nature Report,
2019 and the State of Hampshire’s Natural
Environment Report, 2020 which references specific
species in decline. Linking this to the information
from HBIC shows that some of the species shown to
be in decline have been noted in the Parish.
This is also set out in the Biodiversity Background
Paper.
Nationally, other evidence of biodiversity decline is
presented by Dagupta in his report The Economics of
Biodiversity (2021), commissioned by the UK
Treasury, which relates the impact of nature on our
economy. The available evidence suggests that up to
1 million species could be lost due to decline in
habitat caused by reduction in tree cover,
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hedgerows, wildflower meadows, conversion to
agricultural land and climate change.
Page 28 para 73

Some of the matters listed aren’t design matters.

Agreed: Bullets relating to non-design matters
removed.

Page 28

Housing comment - Could say a range of affordable
housing tenures.
References to Hart Characterisation Study 2010 – has
this been updated as part of the NP?

As suggested by the HDC comment above matters
not related to design have been deleted from this list.
No, but the Study forms part of the evidence base for
the Hart Local Plan Strategy & Sites so the NP is
consistent with that approach.

Page 32 para 7879

Reference to 2009 SPG – how relevant is this? the NP
will carry more weight when adopted so is it necessary
to retain the SPG, particularly as policy YDFNP4 refers to
design and YDFNP5 provides details for developments in
Yateley Village Centre?

The 2009 SPG provides the background to YDFNP4 &
YDFNP5, so it is reasonable to reference it here.
Should HDC revoke the SPG any adopted NP Policy
will still stand.

Page 32 para 81
Policy YDFNP4

The National Model Design Code is published as is the
Reference updated to account for the published
Design Guide
National Model Design Code and reference to
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national- national design guidance added within Policy.
design-guide
Further amendments made to respond to these
comments.
Refer in policy to national design guidance or codes

Page 29 -31

Building for A healthy life is the correct name for the
document.
Review policy in light of published guidance
All development should be expected to positively
contribute to local character, not just those in areas of
high sensitivity to change – consider deleting/re-
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Compliance with the Nationally Described Space
Standards is required under adopted Local Plan Policy
H6 so it is not necessary to repeat in Policy in the NP.
Cross reference has been added in the text.

phrasing ‘where appropriate to their scale and
location’?
v- should only retain /incorporate positive existing
features?
After tenure blind reference consider adding
‘indistinguishable from market housing in all respects’ –
as often there’s design or locational differences.
Last para reference to shop fronts – does this need to
also refer to signage?

Page 34 Map 9

Page 36 policy
YDFNP5

Housing comment - Could also add in about NDSS
standards
Does this map need to show the defined town centre as
per policy ED4 of Hart LP – which differs from area
covered by the SPD?
See previous comments on relevance of SPG – is this
effectively replaced by YDFNP5?
See comments above on SPG
Bullet vii) should read conserves or enhances to be in
line with NPPF.
References to principal shopping areas – Hart Local Plan
defines a town centre boundary (policy ED4/ED6) for
Yateley.
You may wish to review this policy in light of the
changes to the use classes order last year and
introduction of the new E and F class? There are also
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Map has been modified.
Re SPG-see comment earlier.

See SPG comment earlier.
Amendment made to bullet vii.
Additional paragraph added cross referring to Policies
ED4/ED6.
Some additional wording added having regard to the
revised UCO.
Reference to NDSS added in supporting text to Policy
YDFNP4.

substantial changes to permitted development rights
affecting town centres – which if applied would bypass
any policy requirements.
Housing comment - Could re-iterate that these homes
should be NDSS as a minimum, to ensure they are of a
decent size. Also, does the NP want to mention anything
about permitted development or office conversions as
these are sometimes smaller homes, and more
problematic developments.

Page 37 para 89

Are the conservation area appraisals being updated?
Some parishes are in the process of updating with the
assistance of consultants Alan Baxter Associates.

Page 37 – 41

Is it necessary to repeat all of this detail which is set out
in existing documents? You could put this as an
appendix? The paragraphs before the policy should set
out the rationale for the policy and evidence to inform
the policy.
Bullet i) The wording is contrary to national policy which
should require management of the whole of the
conservation area (preserve/conserve or enhance)
according to either Section 72 of the P(LBCA) Act 1990
or Section 16 of the NPPF 2019) and should not just
focus in on the areas or elements which make a positive
contribution to the conservation area. Elements making
up a conservation area might be categorised as harmful
to the special interest of the area or might be neutral or
positive in terms of their impact. By focussing in only on
the positive, the conservation area would not be
adequately managed or protected as a whole, and this

Page 42 Policy
YDFNP6
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Changes to town centre PDR will form national
planning policy, so no need to reference it here,
particularly as noted, they will bypass NP policy
requirements.

The CA appraisals are not currently being updated.
The Town Council will be considering funding for the
CA appraisal updates later this year for a future
budget.
Agreed – Supporting text deleted as is contained
within the Conservation Area Appraisals.

Amendments to wording agreed.
Information on pages 37-46 has been deleted as it is
contained in the Conservation Area Appraisals. .
Reference to ‘positive’ buildings are retained
although wording expanded – these are defined in
the Conservation Area Appraisals and a definition has
been added to the Glossary.
Current evidence of locally listed/non-designated
heritage assets is within the Conservation Area

approach would seek to dilute national law and national
planning policy in relation to conservation areas, which
is both undesirable and unwise.
Bullet ii) The use of the word 'informed' is perceived as
weak, as the CAAMP's are material planning
considerations when determining planning or
development proposals. Recommend the use of a
stronger word than 'informed'.
The information provided (on pages 37 to 46 inc)
relating to the conservation areas, views etc. are taken
from and are therefore consistent with the information
and contents of the three current CAAMPs documents –
this information could be appended ?
Bullet iii) The use of the word 'designed' is unnecessary,
the duty to protect goes without saying. On this basis,
consider amending to read ‘ It protects the key views in
Darby Green and Yateley Green Conservation Areas in
accordance with Policy YNP7 of this Plan’
Bullet iv – how do you define a ‘positive’ building – are
these listed anywhere, what makes them positive how
do they differ to other buildings? Consider rewording to
read ‘ the development does not undermine the
significance of a locally listed or non- designated
heritage asset,’ Do you have evidence of locally
listed/non- designated assets?
Bullet vi) This statement is unclear, does it mean all
boundaries or just historic boundaries? Should it include
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Appraisals and a Hart District Council list sent to the
Town Council in 2020 (although qualified as not
having been recently updated). However, the Town
Council is considering a budget proposal to fund
Conservation Area Reviews, in a future year, which
will include reviewing locally listed/non-designated
heritage assets within the Conservation Areas in the
Parish.

Page 43 para 101 –
102

respects existing historic boundary positions and
treatments, including hedges?
Cross refer to views supplement if applicable – which is
incidentally labelled as Appendix 2 but there’s already
an appendix 2 in the document.
Map 13 – the view symbols are not that clear on the
map – make these more obvious.

Cross reference added.
Title of Views Supplement amended.
Views Map updated.
Additional text has been added into the Views
supplement with regard to how views were defined
and selected.

The views typically look out towards open countryside
so what types of development are you anticipating
could have an impact given the requirements of Policy
YDFNP1? Perhaps give some examples ?
Policy YDFNP7 – how have you defined important views
– what criteria have you used – what’s your evidence –
this all needs to be documented.

Page 50 map 16
Page 51 Policy
YDFNP8
Policy YDFNP9
Page 57 Policy
YDFNP10

Page 44 – 46 – does this duplicate the views supplement
– if so delete and refer to the views supplement. Or if
these are the views to be protected by Policy YDFNP7
then you need to say why they are important to be
protected.
What’s the brown coloured land? It’s not a rights of way
presumably so delete or add to the key.
Fifth para – state where the existing allotment site is for
clarity.
The Council’s Flood Risk Management officer has no
objections.
Most of this policy is already covered by Hart LP policy
INF5 – no need to repeat.
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Map has been replaced.
Reference to Swan Lake allotments added.
Noted.
The Policy has been amended.

Page 58 para 133134

Again use of residents survey as evidence do you have
any technical evidence to illustrate mobile/telecom
coverage to support the policy? How is ‘good coverage’
defined it’s a relative term and will be different to
different audiences i.e. commercial vs domestic.

Additional supporting evidence relating to mobile
phone coverage and broadband has been included in
the new Neighbourhood Plan Background evidence
document.

A matter to consider is that some telecoms
development is permitted development. The policy
lacks clarity references to superfast broadband ‘will be
supported ...’ do you mean be ‘expected to be
provided...’?

The term ‘good’ was used in the residents survey to
get a general indication as to residents satisfaction
with mobile and broadband coverage. In 2018 Ofcom
defined good as ‘a signal strength at which nearly all
90-second telephone calls are very likely to complete
without interruption; and nearly all 4G connections
will deliver a connection speed of at least 2 Mbit/s.
This is fast enough to browse the internet and watch
glitch-free mobile video.’

What evidence do you require for compliance with ii?,
how would this be demonstrated – something to cover
in the supporting text.

Para 135

Policy YDFNP11

Housing comment - 40% policy compliant scheme S106
development sites providing affordable housing are not
able to prioritise people from Yateley. The need
requested and provided is a reflection of the need
across the whole district.
Neighbourhood Plans can set their own % discount if
they feel it is needed in order to ensure that the homes
are affordable. The Town Council could include more
detail here if they wish to do so now that further
Government guidance has been issued.
Does anyone have the expertise to assess the
practicality or viability of superfast broadband
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Amendment made to Policy wording and supporting
text regarding compliance with ii.
Noted.

Additional text has been added setting out that
supporting information will be needed by the
applicant to set out why the delivery of superfast
broadband may not be practical or viable.

Page 59 para 135 –
142

Starter homes – need some clarity as to what is meant
here – are these small open market homes or affordable
dwellings? The starter homes guidance issued by the
Government has been withdrawn.
When the residents survey talks about the need for
more affordable homes is this cheaper market housing
or an affordable housing product – social rent, shared
ownership? This needs to be clarified and supported by
evidence.

Para 138

Para 139

The 2020 residents survey used the term’ starter’
homes to refer generally to smaller, more affordable
properties – it was not defined further. Reference to
starter homes has now been deleted unless it refers
back to the 2020 survey. The Steering Group does not
have more detailed evidence but like the rest of Hart
District has high house prices. The Plan refers back to
the wider Hart District requirements with regards to
the affordable housing products required.

Para 141 specify Policy H2 of Hart LP

Reference to entry level exception sites has been
deleted.

Para 142 entry level sites have been replaced by First
Homes
Housing comment - First Homes will take 25% of the
overall affordable housing provision. The balance of
rent and shared ownership will then be based upon the
remaining percentage of affordable housing.

In view of the evidence needed to set out any
different approach to First Homes than is in the PPG
this has not been considered in this Neighbourhood
Plan but could be considered in a future review.

There is now more information on First Homes if the
group wanted to add this into the NPlan.
Neighbourhood Plans can specify the level of discount
they want for the First Homes if they can evidence why
this is required – e.g. affordability.
Housing comment - The NP could re- iterate the Local
Plan policy to provide 15% of all new housing and 15%
of affordable housing as accessible homes. And the
Local Plan policy supports an element of the accessible
homes being built to M4(3) if a need has been
identified.
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Agreed. Paragraph re-drafted to include references to
self-build and accessible homes, as well as cross
reference to Policy H1 & H2 of the Local Plan.

Local Plan Policy H1 refers to self-build on sites of 5 or
more. Accessible homes are mentioned under Policy H2,
which is sites of 10 or more. Suggest this wording needs
reviewing and perhaps references to both self-build and
accessible homes could be included?

page 60 Policy
YDFNP12 Housing
Mix and
Affordable
Housing

Housing comment - The NP could mention supporting
appropriate community-led housing e.g. affordable
housing schemes like Community Land Trusts and selfbuild.

Unsure if such schemes would be forthcoming during
the Plan period in Yateley, Darby Green & Frogmore.
Therefore no need to specifically reference them in
the Plan. This would not preclude them being
supported if appropriate.

Housing comment - Suggest First Homes could be
included in the wording – First Homes will replace Entry
Level Exceptions sites from 28th June 2021.

First Homes are not specifically referenced as they
are one form of affordable housing.

Could also refer to NDSS space standards
Para 142 could be reviewed as ELES are to be replaced
from 28th June 2021 and check, but we think First
Homes has removed the 1 hectare and 5% threshold
which was mentioned in the policy.
We understand that there is a need for smaller homes,
but the NPlan may need to be worded carefully so that
developers don’t assume this will allow them just to
provide lots of smaller homes and flats.
Also may wish to consider wording about older persons
housing so developers don’t use this to support building
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NDSS space standards are within the Local Plan, so
question need to specifically refer to them.
Additional text has been added into the NP in relation
to Policy YDFNP4.
Reference to ELES has been deleted.
Some amendments have been made to the Policy to
provide greater clarity.

lots of residential homes and expensive retirement
villages

Page 63 Policy
YDFNP13

Support for starter homes and similar products
mentioned, but perhaps the wording could be clearer
around what affordable housing would be supported. Is
it all types?
First para – should this read continued use of
Blackbushe Airport for aviation uses....

Missing bullet ii is a typographic error.
Wording for designated environmental asset has
been amended to refer to ‘sites of ecological value’.

There’s no bullet ii
Bullet iii – how do you define a designated
environmental asset? – this term is not included in the
glossary, nor in the local plan or national planning
guidance.
Final sentence – consider land owner
expectations/aspirations – is this policy deliverable? the
approach expressed in the draft policy needs careful
consideration.
Policy YDFNP14
Housing comment - Might be helpful to include a
comment that internal space to allow for homeworking
for people living in affordable housing too.
Table 3 for the
Provide crossing point, Monteagle Lane and gate entry
Walking and
to schools, which can be time limited, to encourage
Cycling Proposals – more students to walk/cycle to school
Item 1
There are already three defined crossing points on
School Lane to the school, but if the reference is to
provide crossing points on Monteagle Lane to the
southwest of the school, then not sure how realistic
that is a scheme proposal. If this is the case, then the
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Comment on the last sentence noted and the Airport
were consulted on the Pre-Submission Plan but no
comments were received. This part of the Policy
reflects the fact that the site is Common Land and is
subject to sensitive ecological designations.

It is not considered necessary to specify a single
housing tenure for this Policy.

Support for the schemes and comments on their
delivery noted. Table 3 has been moved into the
Community ambitions section of the Plan. Evidence
and community engagement has suggested the
priority is for east west and north/south links.
Additional supporting text to reflect this has been
added into the Policy.

whole boundary is fenced and there is a school playing
field on the other side without any footpath
connections. Any funds raised through planning would
rely on the school and/or the LEA to agree the works.
Not sure how that fits with planning legislation.
Table 3 for the
Widen footpath along Reading Road from Community
Walking and
School to Green Lane and provide cycle lane to
Cycling Proposals – encourage more students to walk/cycle to school;
Grade separated cycle path from Cricket Hill
Item 2
Roundabout to Frogmore Campus by widening existing
pavement, north side B3272 (Reading Road)

As above.

Whilst there are some technical issues surrounding this
proposal, and the likely very high cost in delivery, such
an aspiration should be welcomed

Table 3 for the
Install pelican crossing at Tythings to increase access for As above.
Walking and
students living north of Reading Road
Cycling Proposals –
Item 3
Whilst there are some technical issues surrounding this
proposal and the likely very high cost in delivery, such
an aspiration should be welcomed. It should also
consider more flexibility in terms of location, as the
proposal is specific to Tythings; this may not be the
desire line for children.
Table 3 for the
All other items have varying technical issues, but should As above.
Walking and
be welcomed. But clarity should be sought to establish if
Cycling Proposals – such proposals can be achieved correctly within the
all other items
planning system.
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Highways
England

General

Has no comments on the neighbourhood plan but
would like to be kept informed as the Plan progresses.

Noted.

Historic England

Vision

We note that the vision is expressed as a series of bullet
points, which may leave some meaning unclear. We are
pleased to see heritage identified as something that
should be preserved through the plan. including this in
the vision helps to establish a strong basis for
subsequent policies designed to conserve the area's
heritage assets within and through development. In
order for our historic buildings, monuments, and
landscapes to be preserved in the long-term they need
to be appreciated, used, and valued and, as such, we
recommend that the vision for the area's heritage is
broadened to include these aspects of their
conservation in addition to preservation so that the plan
can present 'a positive strategy for the conservation and
enjoyment of the historic environment' (emphasis
added) as described by the National Planning Policy
Framework.
At present we don't see an objective that expresses a
desire to sustain or enhance those features of the
historic environment that are recognised by the
community as their cultural inheritance which they wish
to conserve and enjoy and to pass on to future
generations.

The Vision section does include reference to heritage
assets and the protection of the local character. A
wider vision for the District is contained in the Hart
Local Plan. This sets out that “The character, quality
and diversity of our natural, built and heritage assets
will have been conserved, and where possible
enhanced”.

An objective of this sort is needed to demonstrate that
any policies to protect heritage assets clearly deliver the
objectives of the plan. Whilst it is up to the community
to determine what the objectives of their plan should
be, should you wish to include policies that will protect
the historic environment, these will have greater weight

It is proposed that to better link the Vision and
Objectives Objective G is amended to include
reference to heritage.

Historic England

Objectives
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The Plan focuses on specific policies related to the
Conservation Areas in the Parish, but is part of a
wider planning framework for the historic
environment which includes the Hart Local Plan.

The Vision and Objectives section has been amended
to show how the community has been engaged. The
Vision contains reference to a preserved heritage.
Policies YDFNP4, 5 and 6 all contain elements that
express our desire to sustain or enhance the historic
environment.

Historic England

YDFNP2: Climate
Change

where they clearly deliver the plan's objectives. As such,
we recommend including an objective that is clear in
referencing the desire to protect the plan area's historic
environment and to pass it on to future generations as a
source of enrichment for individuals and the community
as a whole.
We feel the policy takes a stance of replacement rather
than retrofit first. As so much of the energy used in
buildings is involved in the creation of construction
materials and their transport to the site and because
many historic buildings last well beyond the 'normal
lifespan' of modern structures it is our view that the
most energy efficient option is often to retrofit energy
efficiency measure to the existing building, rather than
seeking to demolish it and start again. Whilst this may
not always be practical or desirable it would be sensible
to promote this option before replacement in the first
paragraph of the policy which we, therefore,
recommend amending to read:
"Development will be supported where it contributes to
mitigating and adapting to
the impacts of climate change and achieves a high level
of sustainable design. As appropriate to their scale,
nature and location developments will be supported
where they enable the increased efficiency of energy
use in existing buildings or, where replacement of stock
is deemed necessary, they use consume less nonrenewable energy than the development it replaces
and:"
Given the value of the historic buildings and
conservation areas in the neighbourhood plan areas,
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Suggested text incorporated into revised text of
YDFNP2.

there is potential that the significance of these could be
affected by the choice of energy efficiency measures. As
such, we recommend including an additional bullet
point to guide decisions to use energy efficiency
methods that are well chosen to protect the significance
of historic buildings and the conservation areas, such as:

Historic England

YDFNP4 and
YDFNP5

Historic England

YDFNP6

"j. demonstrate that energy efficiency measure have
been chosen that best protect the significance of
heritage assets and the historic character of the area".
Pleased to see the use of the Hart Urban
Characterisation Study as well as the Yateley Village
Design Framework.
At two points in the supporting text for Policy YDFNP6 it
is stated that 'x conservation area contains no locally
listed buildings', whilst the townscape appraisal maps
for each conservation area include a number of
buildings identified as locally listed buildings. As
neighbourhood plans should clearly identify heritage
assets that could be affected by their proposals, we
recommend reviewing these documents to determine
whether the buildings identified on the mapping
actually are locally listed and identifying these clearly. It
is also acceptable to identify buildings for local listing
during the plan making process. A review of the
Hampshire Historic Environment Record suggests that
possible candidates for local listing outside the
conservation areas might include:
56767 Yew Tree Cottage, 19C house
56777 Moor Place mid-Victorian house
56774 Moor Place 16C house
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Noted

The supporting text was taken from the Conservation
Area Appraisals which contained an error. These
sections have now been deleted as suggested by Hart
District Council as they replicated information in the
Appraisals.
The Neighbourhood Plan only contains specific
policies on the three Conservation areas in the Parish.
Applications that affect heritage assets in the rest of
the Parish will predominantly be considered by the
relevant heritage polices in the adopted Hart Local
Plan as well as any other Development Plan policies.
As set out in the response to HDC comments, current
information on non designated heritage assets in the
Conservation Areas is taken from the Conservation
Area Appraisals and Hart District Council Local List.
The Town Council will be considering funding to
refresh the Conservation Area Appraisals in 2022/23.

50391 Hill Farm, agricultural building converted to office
use
We also note that page 30 of the Yateley Common
Conservation Area Appraisals does identify some
aspects of the conservation area, including buildings,
that are considered to be 'at risk'. Within the guidance
of the NPPF it would be appropriate to identify
whether these remain at risk (up to date evidence)
and to present a positive strategy for their
conservation (and enjoyment). It may also be
appropriate for the community to undertake a review
of the condition of the conservation areas to provide
an addendum updating the Conservation Area
Appraisals to ensure they remain up to date. This
would need to be agreed with Council's planning
department but could be a rapid and efficient exercise.
Historic England

Omission

We note that the plan is entirely silent on the areas
archaeological interest and would like the repository of
information on the areas archaeological resource for
planning. Key non-designated sites of archaeological
interest, which might also be considered heritage assets
within the plan that are recorded on the HER include:

This is not a key issue that has been raised in the NP
process to date.
Hart Local Plan Policy NBE8 sets out the overarching
Policy approach to heritage and to designated and
non-designated heritage assets for the District.
No changes to the Plan are proposed.

29231 possible prehistoric cremation burial between
Mill Lane and Millmere;
28798 Bronze Age urnified cremation cemetery near
Moor Place;
28804 Bronze Age cremation burial at Round Close near
Hillfield gravel pit.
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28803 Late Bronze Age cremation cemetery at Quarry
Lane.
35402 Undated earthwork enclosure below Darby
Green;
28805 Early Iron Age cremation cemetery at Darby
Green gravel pit;
59058 Possible prehistoric enclosure to the south of
Blackbushe Business Centre;
59695 Oval enclosure on what is now Blackbushe
Airport; and
35211 Moat at Yateley Hall (although it is mentioned in
the listing description of Yateley Hall);
It would be entirely acceptable within the national
policy and practice guidance to identify these as sites
that should be given particular attention for
conservation and also to encourage the community's
enjoyment of their archaeological interest.

Historic England

YDFNP11

Pleased to support the requirements of Policy YDFNP11
to protect the character or appearance of conservation
areas.

Noted.

Environment
Agency

General

Due to resourcing issues are not able to provide
comments on neighbourhood plans.

Noted.
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Ministry of
Defence:
Defence
Infrastructure
Organisation

General

The DIO safeguarding area of interest is Yateley, Darby
Green and Frogmore. These areas occupy the statutory
aerodrome height and Birdstrike safeguarding zones
surrounding RAF Odiham which lies approximately
14km south west of the Yateley, Darby Green and
Frogmore Neighbourhood Development Plan area.
The aerodrome height safeguarding zone serves to
protect the airspace above and around aerodromes to
maintain an assured, obstacle free environment for
aircraft manoeuvre. This airspace needs to be kept free
of obstruction from tall structures to ensure that
aircraft transiting to and from or circuiting the
aerodrome can do so safely.
Additionally, within the statutory consultation areas
associated with aerodromes are zones that are designed
to remove or mitigate birdstrike risk. The creation of
environments attractive to those large and flocking bird
species that pose a hazard to aviation safety can have a
significant effect, this can include landscaping schemes
associated with large developments as well as the
creation of new waterbodies and drainage systems.
In summary, the MOD would wish to be consulted on
any proposed development within the Yateley, Darby
Green and Frogmore Neighbourhood Development Plan
which consists of structures or buildings exceeding
91.4m Above Ground Level (AGL) or any development
which includes schemes that might result in the creation
of attractant environments for large and flocking bird
species hazardous to aviation.
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Noted – no change required to the Plan.

Natural England

General

Has no specific comments on the Neighbourhood Plan.

Noted

Surrey County
Council

General

Has no comments on the Neighbourhood Plan.

Noted

Thames Water

Infrastructure

Summarised:
Consider that the Neighbourhood Plan requires more
detail relating to wastewater/sewerage infrastructure.
Consider that the Neighbourhood Plan should include a
specific reference to the key issue of the provision of
wastewater/sewerage [and water supply] infrastructure
to service development proposed in a policy. This is
necessary because it will not be possible to identify all
of the water/sewerage infrastructure required over the
plan period due to the way water companies are
regulated and plan in 5 year periods (Asset
Management Plans or AMPs). We recommend the
Neighbourhood Plan include the following
policy/supporting text:
PROPOSED NEW WATER/WASTEWATER
INFRASTRUCTURE TEXT
“Where appropriate, planning permission for
developments which result in the need for off-site
upgrades, will be subject to conditions to ensure the
occupation is aligned with the delivery of necessary
infrastructure upgrades.”
“The Local Planning Authority will seek to ensure that
there is adequate water and wastewater infrastructure
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The Hart Local Plan Policy INF1: Infrastructure
includes the following:

1. Developers will be required to demonstrate
that
there is adequate waste water capacity and
surface water drainage both on and off the
site to serve the development and that it
would not lead to problems for existing or
new users.
The Policy also includes requirements for phasing of
infrastructure and the supporting text sets out
further information about the need for developers to
work with infrastructure providers to ensure there is
adequate water supply, surface water, foul drainage
and sewerage treatment capacity.
There is no need to repeat this in the Neighbourhood
Plan. Additional supporting text has been added
under Policy YDFNP9: Flood Risk to cross refer to the
Local Plan requirements.

Policy X: Flood Risk

Waverley
Borough Council

By Survey Monkey

to serve all new developments. Developers are
encouraged to contact the water/waste water
company as early as possible to discuss their
development proposals and intended delivery
programme to assist with identifying any potential
water and wastewater network reinforcement
requirements. Where there is a capacity constraint the
Local Planning Authority will, where appropriate,
apply phasing conditions to any approval to ensure
that any necessary infrastructure upgrades are
delivered ahead of the occupation of the relevant
phase of development.”
With regard to surface water drainage, Thames Water
request that the following paragraph should be included
in the Neighbourhood Plan: “It is the responsibility of a
developer to make proper provision for surface water
drainage to ground, water courses or surface water
sewer. It must not be allowed to drain to the foul
sewer, as this is the major contributor to sewer
flooding.”
No comments

See response above. The Hart Local Plan also forms
part of the Development Plan for Yateley Parish and
there is no need to repeat requirements already set
out there.
Additional wording has been added into Policy
YDFNP9: Flood Risk.

Noted.

Table 2 – Response from Residents by Survey Monkey and Email
Name

Support/
Comments
Oppose
Policy YDFNP1 – Delivering Sustainable Development
Carole Gorrod
Support
N/A

Response
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Keith
Winkworth

Oppose

Richard France
Steve Banks
Adrian Collett
Gillian Gray

Support
Support
Support
Support

Laura Bond
Tony Spencer

Support
Support

Draft plan states that Hart Local Plan has no specific
housing allocation for development within Yateley but
development within settlement boundary supported if
usual planning criteria adopted but development not
supported outside settlement boundary. Applications for
conversion of garages to accommodation or extensions to
existing property will always be made without problem
but what raises problem not considered in this Draft Plan
is any application over 10 units within Yateley. This puts
HDC in position of refusal and thus likely appeal to
Planning Inspector because allocation of Sites of
Alternative Natural Greenspace(SANG) does not exist
within Yateley and catchment area(2km) beyond. The
provision of one, two bed affordable housing encouraged
within pre submission but cannot be met if over ten
applied for! Unless SANG site found or national policy
changes small developments of affordable housing no
longer viable in Yateley.
N/A
N/A
N/A
Whilst I support the idea of sustainable development I
strongly oppose any large scale development in Yateley
Parish. Hart News states that ‘Climate Change is Council’s
top priority’. Any development in Hart would, in my view,
contradict this headline.

N/A
N/A
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The potential constraint of SANG capacity is
recognised and is an issue for a number of
local authorities affected by the SPA. The
issue of identifying new SANG is not for the
NP to address and it is likely that through
partnership working additional SANG will be
identified over the Plan period. If of sufficient
size, SANG can have a catchment of up to
5km.

Noted.

Martin Williams

Support

Significant catchup is required as no account or
preparation has been made to mitigate for the impact of
the construction of 15K homes in the Wokingham,
Crowthorne and Sandhurst areas with particular damage
in the Cricket Hill Conservation Area. Better
understanding of the OD, Purpose, Mode and Types of
journeys traversing the Yateley area covered by the plan.
Yateley cannot sustain this level of cross traffic. The
Reading road and cricket Hill infrastructures are
crumbling and all the drains are blocked. Polluted water is
streaming off the road and pouring into the Skater's Pond
adopted by Hart Biodiversity! On the Reading road
pedestrians run the risk of being soaked as water builds
up during heavy rainfall along its length specifically from
The Link junction to St Peter's Church. From their own
limited measurement Hart's pollution monitors show
Yateley centre has the highest NO2 levels in the Hart
District. Cricket Hill outside the Retirement Home needs
urgent appraisal which will record levels far higher than
those at the memorial.

Policy YDFNP2 - Limiting Climate Change
Carole Gorrod
Support
N/A
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These comments reflect the fact that the
existing infrastructure of the Parish is unable
to prevent flooding in many areas including
those cited due to inadequate drainage of
surface water. This will limit development in
the Parish until the infrastructure has been
upgraded
Because of significant developments outside
the Parish, the amount of transit traffic
through the town centre along the B3272 has
increased significantly resulting in high NO2
levels.
Transit traffic can be reduced by introduction
of the following measures which form part of
the Community Ambitions as future
actions/issues to be explored–
a) imposing a weight limit through town
centre which was backed by 90% of the
residents in the 2020 survey
b) reducing the speed limit to 20 mph
c) increasing transit time by installing more
pedestrian crossings on the B3272 such as
opposite Moulsham Lane and between
existing crossings in Town centre

Keith
Winkworth
Richard France
Steve Banks
Adrian Collett

Support

N/A

Support
Support
Support

Gillian Gray

Support

Laura Bond

Support

N/A
N/A
I support this policy as far as it goes, in terms of
development mitigating and adapting to the impacts of
climate change, but I feel that measures which reduce
climate change, as well as mitigating it and adapting to it,
should be specifically encouraged. It seems odd that this
is missing.
As YDFNP Policy 1 - Whilst I support the idea of
sustainable development I strongly oppose any large
scale development in Yateley Parish. Hart News states
that ‘Climate Change is Council’s top priority’. Any
development in Hart would, in my view, contradict this
headline.
More should be done to limit climate
change/catastrophe, I.e. bringing forward plans for
climate neutrality further; as 2035/40 is far too late.

Since HDC has declared a climate emergency
and set a target of zero emissions by 2040,
text has been expanded policy YDFNP2 has
been redrafted.

Noted.

District and Local Planning policies can
influence new development however this is
only one element of wider actions that are
needed.
There are activities which individuals can
undertake to reduce their carbon emissions.
Such impact will be limited until
infrastructure is developed to facilitate the
conversion process from fossil fuels to
renewable energy sources and for active
travel to install cycle lanes and footpaths
where these do not currently exist.
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The Committee for Climate Change has
costed these changes and recommended
that 1% of GDP (£50 billion) be spent each
and every year from now until 2050 to
ensure that the UK reaches its zero emissions
target. However this recommendation has
yet to be implemented in national budgets
and funding allocated to Local and Parish
Councils according to their needs.
Yateley needs to be proactive in ensuring
that it bids for any funds that are released
such as LAD (Local Authority Delivery) and
Active Travel phase 2.
Tony Spencer
Martin Williams
Andrew Stevens

Support
Support
By email

N/A
N/A
[Allocated against this Policy by the Steering Group]
Summarised:
Suggests the Plan should include:
- Reference to the climate change emergency and
total prohibition of development that is not
carbon neutral or carbon positive. No justification
for anything outside of this, technology is
available, don’t demand anything less.
- Provide detail on what optimum levels of
development are and occupancy density figures
local area should aspire to and not go beyond due
to detrimental effect on existing facilities and
wellbeing of existing residents.
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Reference to climate emergency now
included in text.
Development limits and density will be
guided by compliance with District and
Neighbourhood Plan policies including design
policies.
Local Green Energy will be encouraged by –
•

•

Requiring the roofs of all new build to
be orientated SE to SW to maximise
solar energy capture from roof
mounted modules
Preparing buildings for introduction
of low carbon heating through grant
systems like Local Authority Delivery

-

The Plan should incorporate development of Local
Green Energy from wind turbines (or similar –
examples given) to power homes, large scale
District heating from array of underground heat
pumps. Residents deserve more than bland
nondescript stock development that has blighted
the area. Should make the area special, something
more than a place to reside, make it a place to
live, to be proud of and aspire to. Green Towns
are where its at, so make it happen and don’t
disappoint.

Policy YDFNP3 - Promoting Biodiversity
Carole Gorrod
Support
N/A
Keith
Support
N/A
Winkworth
Richard France
Support
N/A
Steve Banks
Support
N/A
Adrian Collett
Support
N/A
Gillian Gray
Support
How will the net gain be assessed? How will measures for
the long term management etc. be achieved?

Laura Bond
Tony Spencer

Support
Support

N/A
N/A
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•

•

Schemes (LAD) and renewable
heating incentive
Facilitating the introduction of heat
pump heating systems by
recommending an upper limit of the
heat loss of any building, new or
existing, of 5.0 kW at -1 C (para 58)
Identifying a Utility willing to supply
geothermal heat or setting up a
Community Energy Company

The Environment Bill currently before
Parliament will require any new
development to show a net gain of 10% in
biodiversity. There is a Defra Biodiversity
Metric that will be used to assess the net
gain (calculates a baseline and then the value
of proposed biodiversity measures).

Martin Williams

Support

Taking the moral high ground prioritising the need to
protect specific species from disturbance by Walkers and
dog owners, I would argue a greater threat is from
unmanaged predator species specifically Foxes and
Magpies for which ground nesting birds and mammals are
easy prey, far more so than a risk from disturbance.
Currently there appears to be a significant increase in the
populations of Magpies and foxes across the SPA area.
Walking areas are critical for the health and well being of
this highly populated conurbation (29th largest in England
and Wales). This is especially so during these restricted
Covid times. If the Yateley population are to be restricted
to local green spaces - which is what the TBHSPA were
advocating to anyone with a dog, then active support for
the maintenance of these SPA areas will diminish. As this
plan highlights Yateley has well below the recommended
levels of green space.

Policy YDFNP4 - Design Principles in New Development
Carole Gorrod
Support
N/A
Keith
Support
N/A
Winkworth
Richard France
Support
N/A
Steve Banks
Support
N/A
Adrian Collett
Support
N/A
Gillian Gray
Support
N/A
Laura Bond
Support
N/A
Tony Spencer
Support
N/A
Martin Williams Support
N/A
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The management of the Parish’s green
spaces is split between many statutory and
voluntary organisations and the NP cannot
influence access to green spaces or the SPA.
The Hart Local Plan contains policies relating
to the impact of new development on the
SPA.
Where appropriate YTC can feed these
matters into discussions on Hart’s Green Grid
project.

Policy YDFNP5 - Yateley Village Centre
Carole Gorrod
Support
Keith
Oppose
Yateley Village Design Framework adopted 2009 remarks
Winkworth
on the two signalled pedestrian crossings across busy,
noisy and polluting B3272 and wide crossings, vehicle
obstructions outside of shops from Plough Road to
Sandhurst Road making area uninviting. Will policy be
made for another signalled crossing and footpath
clearance of obstructions?

Richard France
Steve Banks
Adrian Collett
Gillian Gray

Support
Support
Support
Support

N/A
N/A
N/A
I would like to see the whole parish strengthening the
environment and infrastructure for pedestrians and
cyclists. The cobbled area along the roadside on the
Reading Road was an awful choice from a cyclist point of
view.

Laura Bond
Support
N/A
Tony Spencer
Support
N/A
Martin Williams Support
N/A
Policy YDFNP6 - Development affecting Conservation Areas
Carole Gorrod
Oppose
N/A
Keith
Support
N/A
Winkworth
Richard France
Support
N/A
Steve Banks
Support
N/A
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The Neighbourhood Plan cannot set a Policy
for a specific road crossing. However, this is
covered more generally in both Policy
YDFNP15 and in the Community Ambitions.
This would be a matter to raise with
Hampshire Highways at the Council’s
Highways Meetings.

Policies in the Neighbourhood Plan seek to
encourage pedestrian and cyclist
improvements. This would be a matter to
raise with Hampshire Highways at the
Council’s Highways Meetings.

Adrian Collett
Gillian Gray

Support

Laura Bond
Tony Spencer
Martin Williams

Support
Support
Support

N/A
I am strongly against development on or near any of
these conservation areas so it’s hard to decide if I should
support or oppose this.

N/A
N/A
The biggest threat is not development in Yateley but that
allowed just over the border in Berkshire. Yateley is being
cut in half and poisoned by the traffic "through route"
from Sandhurst to the M3 via Yateley Road the Cricket
Hill Conservation area. HGVs were raised as a major
threat in the 2011 report "CRICKET HILL CONSERVATION
AREA CHARACTER APPRAISAL AND MANAGEMENT
PROPOSALS. HGVs currently on the hill are some of the
biggest on the roads, exceeding 7 axles with a full load. As
suggested for the Reading Road Introduce a weight and
speed limit. Perhaps the consideration of average speed
and ANPR cameras, a 20 mph limit during school run
times.

Policy YDFNP7 - Important Views
Carole Gorrod
Support
N/A
Keith
Support
N/A
Winkworth
Richard France
Support
N/A
Steve Banks
Support
N/A
Adrian Collett
Support
I am pleased to see the vital gap between Yateley and
Darby Green is mentioned as View 05. If this gap was to
coalesce it would have a very negative urbanising impact
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Noted.

The Neighbourhood Plan can only influence
the location and design of new development
that requires planning permission and not
existing matters. A number of highways
issues that have been raised through the NP
process are identified in the Community
ambitions to be pursued through other
mechanisms. Through HGV traffic is a
constant issue for Yateley. Whilst the
solutions suggested are worthy of
consideration, they cannot be done within
the NP process (i.e. NPs cannot set weight or
speed limits). .

For clarity, changed to Monteagle in the plan,
which is the modern day name.

Gillian Gray

Support

on the area. I note that View 01 talks about "Mount
Eagle". I presume this is "Monteagle", as in Lord
Monteagle of the Gunpowder Plot. Is this a typo, or does
it reflect a different spelling, or indeed, something
different altogether?
One person’s idea of an adverse impact could be quite
different to another’s.

Laura Bond
Support
N/A
Tony Spencer
Support
N/A
Martin Williams Support
N/A
Policy YDFNP8 - Green Infrastructure
Carole Gorrod
Oppose
N/A
Keith
Support
N/A
Winkworth
Richard France
Support
N/A
Steve Banks
Support
N/A
Adrian Collett
Support
I support this policy, but it is an embarrassment that
while it is now possible to walk the whole length of the
Blackwater River, the only place along the whole river
where a riverside walk has never been achieved is
between Sandhurst Road and Mill Lane in Yateley. The
riverside walk was achieved by having very clear policies
in planning documents which made it clear to landowners
that this was what would be expected. If we are ever
going to achieve that last link I think we need a clear
policy in the Neighbourhood Plan.
So I would suggest that the second sentence of paragraph
three of this policy be amended to say: "Delivery of
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Noted. The assessment would be for the
decision maker (Hart District Council) to
make.

Agreed – Policy amended.

Gillian Gray

Oppose

Laura Bond
Tony Spencer
Martin Williams

Support
Support
N/A

Policy YDFNP9 - Flood Risk
Carole Gorrod
Support
Keith
Support
Winkworth
Richard France
Support
Steve Banks
Support
Adrian Collett
Support
Gillian Gray
Support

additional riverside rights of way along the Blackwater
River will be actively encouraged, particularly along the
stretch between Sandhurst Road and Mill Lane, the only
section of the whole Blackwater River from its source to
its confluence where this has not been achieved."
I don’t support greater use of the Blackwater River
corridor as a leisure and recreational resource. I don’t
think building development can enhance green
infrastructure. I do support better management and
enhancement of green infrastructure but without building
development.
N/A
N/A
A green corridor between Yateley and Sandhurst, perhaps
a route to the station facilitating a mix of cycling, escooters and pedestrians. Perhaps with the ongoing Swan
Lake and Tri-Lakes developments an opportunity to build
such as part of any future development. Similarly a more
ambitious start of a corridor between Yateley and Fleet.

Noted. Management and enhancement of
green spaces is generally outside of the
planning process unless it is associated with
new development.

Noted. To feed into discussions on Harts
Green Grid.

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Any building/infrastructure development brings with it a
change in drainage conditions and a risk of flooding-it is
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This is indeed a problem within the Parish.
To reduce flooding the infrastructure in

not just in flood risk areas. I’d like to see strong controls
in place.

Yateley will need to be upgraded before any
further significant development can take
place.
The flood risk associated with new
development will be considered against
national flooding Policy, Hart Local Plan
policies and YDFNP9 once adopted.

Laura Bond
Tony Spencer
Martin Williams

Support
Support
Support

N/A
N/A
Drainage on Cricket Hill and Reading Road urgently needs
to be refurbished to alleviate Causal flooding

Policy YDFNP10 - Community Facilities
Carole Gorrod
Support
N/A
Keith
Support
N/A
Winkworth
Richard France
Support
The most important objectives are the maintenance and
if possible improvement of the local public library, Most
important of all is the improvement of public transport.
Adrian Collett
Support
N/A
Gillian Gray
Support
N/A
Tony Spencer
Support
N/A
Martin Williams Support
N/A
Policy YDFNP11 - Telecommunications
Carole Gorrod
Support
N/A
82

This cannot be resolved through the NP
unless in association with new development.
These have been added to the Community
Ambition section of the Plan for future
discussion between YTC and the Environment
Agency.

Acknowledged, but outside of the scope of
NP policies. Reference added to the
Community Ambitions Section.

Keith
Winkworth
Richard France
Adrian Collett
Gillian Gray
Laura Bond
Tony Spencer
Martin Williams

Support

N/A

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Mobile Coverage indoor in East Yateley is poor. I
recommend the plan should monitor mobile operator
service quality as they are actively switching investments
used for 3G resources to 5G, 2G (phone services) are
being switched off to accommodate the 5G investment.
The opcos should be pressured to provide the results of
their own drive testing to the council. Asking OFCOM
should help provide definitive tests to provide a true
picture.
Policy YDFNP12 - Housing Mix and Affordable Housing
Carole Gorrod
Keith
Oppose
As I have previously written the provision of housing of
Winkworth
whatever tenure cannot be met if over ten units.
Affordable housing should form much larger part of
supply beyond the 40% already allocated for sites in UK
and strong mixed community they build. Any supply of
any tenure over 10 units cannot be built within Yateley
because SANG supply does not exist; though mentioned
several times in submission and none within catchment.
Richard France
Support
N/A
Steve Banks
Support
N/A
Adrian Collett
Support
N/A
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It is not considered reasonable to monitor
this through the Plan however this has been
added to the Community Ambitions section
to take forward outside of the NP process.

See response to similar comment under
YDFNP1.

Gillian Gray

Support

As previously stated I do not support larger
developments.
Laura Bond
More should be done to promote smaller family sizes, to
reduce the need for continual building of new homes.
Tony Spencer
Support
Important that first-time buyers have available housing to
help keep families in close contact. Extending starter
homes takes them out of the reach of young people and
should be discouraged, while availability of smaller homes
helps families downsize.
Martin Williams Support
N/A
Policy YDFNP13 - Blackbushe Airport
Carole Gorrod
Oppose
N/A
Keith
Support
N/A
Winkworth
Richard France
Support
N/A
Steve Banks
Support
As a resident of Tudor Drive, I am very aware of aircraft
noise from Blackbushe Airport. Depending on the wind
direction, I understand that aircraft need to take off and
land in an East to West or a West to East direction. When
aircraft are taking off in an West to East direction, the
noise can be unacceptably high, as the aircraft passes
over, just South of my property. Would it be possible for
aircraft taking off in this direction to turn slightly to the
South, immediately after take-off, so that they fly more
over Yateley Country Park than the residential Tudor
Drive area? I do support policy YDFNP13, but I have
concerns if the volume of air traffic increases.
Adrian Collett
Support
I support this as far as it goes, but: Policy ii) seems to be
missing. In the final paragraph of this policy I would
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Noted.
Outside the scope of planning policy.
Noted. However, the correlation between
the supply of smaller homes and people
downsizing is difficult to draw. Many people
wish to stay in their “family home”, even
when children have left.

Not a matter for the NP, but something that
should be raised with Blackbushe airport
through their regular consultation meetings
with local councillors. Has been passed to
relevant District Councillor to take forward.

Bullet point number is a typographic error.
The current policy states “In the event of
closure of the airport, the return of the land

suggest the addition of the words: "and any physical
development on this land will be strongly resisted".
Gillian Gray
Tony Spencer

Support
Support

Martin Williams
John Potter

Support
By email

N/A
Other than car use, Yateley has poor public transport
alternatives. The airport, while having little public
transport possibilities currently, future developments in
battery- driven alternative flying vehicles, the airport
should continue to be an asset to the local area as well as
provide facilities for leisure use.
N/A
Appreciate the employment aspects of the airport but
considers that the environmental aspects have been
glossed over. As lives close to the airport experiences the
noise of their take-offs and landings. The pollution from
their engines must be considerable and as most flights
are for pleasure surely can’t be justified in this time of
climate change.
They cause a detrimental effect on the area and should
be severely limited in the times they are allowed to fly.
Weekends are especially bad and take-offs and landings
are especially noisy. Hopes that steps can be taken to
remedy the problem.

Policy YDFNP14 - Homeworking
Carole Gorrod
Support
Keith
Support
Winkworth
Steve Banks
Support
Adrian Collett
Support

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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to public open space will be supported.” –it is
considered that this should be sufficient to
cover the point made by the respondent
Noted.

Not a matter for the NP, but something that
should be raised with Blackbushe airport
through their regular consultation meetings
with local councillors. Has been passed to
relevant District Councillor to take forward.

Gillian Gray
Laura Bond
Tony Spencer

N/A
N/A
Homeworking takes some of the pressure off the
"dormitory” effect at peak rush hours.
Martin Williams Support
N/A
Policy YDFNP15 - Promoting Active Travel
Kashif
By email
Welcome improvements to cycling and walking
Mehmood
Comments
infrastructure but concerned will have a hotch potch of
attributed to cycle lanes e.g.
this Policy by No cycle lane on Chandlers Lane before Mill Lane;
the Steering
Reading Road will have a cycle lane from the Imperial war
Group
memorial to Darby Green Road but nothing before or
after. On sections of the road where walking paths exist it
would be wonderful if they could be turned into cycle
lanes as well;
Great that signage from the Blackwater Valley path from
Sandhurst Road is to be improved but there is a 50mph
speed limit and no cycle lane and is therefore not safe for
cyclists;
No cycle lanes on Cricket Hill Road or Vigo road.

Kashif
Mehmood

Support
Support
Support

By email
Comments
attributed to
this Policy by
the Steering
Group

Need an integrated cycle infrastructure if to increase to
50% the number of short journeys by cycle or walking.
Further to above suggests (summarised):
Create special signage for cycle lanes
Have easy to follow maps at key points with stopping
points and benches.
Consider leasing out space for a bike shop.
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Noted.

There have been no dedicated cycle lanes
created in the Parish in more than 40 years.
There are also many roads without
pavements
HCC has stated that no existing funds are
available for promoting active travel and nor
for undertaking feasibility studies prior to the
work being undertaken. However a dialogue
has been initiated with Hampshire County
Highways and Yateley needs to bid for
funding from the phase 2 allocation of the
Ministry of Transport of £338 million to the
Active Travel Fund.
One further option to accelerate this
transition is for Volunteer groups undertake
feasibility studies which can then be
forwarded to HCC Highways.
These are not matters that can be included in
the policies in the NP. However, consider
that these proposals should be considered by
YTC’s Environment Committee and YCAN

Para 159

Where there are no cycle lanes, the road part of the cycle
network should be designated as ‘shared roads’ and
speed limit 20mph with special signage and clarity to
motorists that they have to share the space.
Consider installing speed cameras to enforce the 20mph
speed limit.
Consider a scheme where cyclists can safely navigate
roundabouts.
There is nothing in the plan for that which is a significant
omission.
Reference to short journeys of under 1km is not
consistent with HMGs guidelines which references
journeys of 2 and 5 miles. Considers that the Plan might
be subject to challenge and need to be amended if the
underlying assumptions for active travel are not correct.

On HCC Highways land, only Highways can
alter speed limits or give priority to cyclists
negotiating roundabouts.

There is nothing in the Plan for connecting Yateley with
neighbouring cities via cycle paths. Suggests that existing
bridleways towards Farnborough and Hartley Wintney are
weather proofed and made suitable for hybrid bikes.
There is nothing in the Plan for Harts Green Grid. It would
be great if Yateley could contribute to this plan and
connect our wonderful green spaces to similar spaces in
other towns.

Cycle networks linking settlements would be
very desirable and would encourage active
travel. Such an investment is likely to require
Central Government funding as part of their
zero carbon infrastructure and will require
land owners to release land for these
purposes.
Yateley needs to ensure that is linked to
other settlements via Hart’s Green Grid. This
should be discussed by YTC’s Environment
Committee and ensure that it is represented
on Hart’s Green Grid network.
Cycle racks at bus stops would help to
integrate transport systems. Should be

There is nothing in the plan for cycle parking/racks which
is essential.
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Text amended.

‘Cycling buses’ should be introduced to support children
to and from school with the objective of removing 80% of
traffic on school lanes in 5 years.
Motorists should be discouraged from driving between 8
– 9.30 and 2.30 – 4pm so that everyone can reach home
safely to and from school.
Support the Plan without changes
Carole Gorrod
N/A
Steve Banks
N/A
Tony Spencer
I believe the plan is excellent, well thought out and
executed and provides a great format for future
adjustments for the benefit of the local community.

Support Plan but with Changes
Keith
Winkworth

The pre submission unfortunately contradicts Hart Local
Plan and so will operate despite it. Housing of 10 units or
more must provide Strategic Access Management(SAMM)
and SANG within 400-5km of SPA sites. The supply of
SANG within Yateley does not exist and within catchment
of any future development(2km). Pre submission
supports 1, 2 bed affordable housing but this will have to
be under 10 units, so not viable.
Yateley Village Design Framework describes two signalled
B3272 crossings with wide junctions and vehicle
obstructions to be walked around before arriving at shops
between Plough Road and Sandhurst Road. Traffic greatly
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considered by YTC’s Environment
Committee.
This is not something that would be covered
in a NP, however such measures would
encourage active travel and could be
included within the Community ambitions
section of the Plan and considered by YTC’s
Environment Committee.

Noted.

See response to similar comment to this
respondent under YDFNP1.
Further traffic control measures and
improved car parking provision could be part
of planning applications, paid for by
developer contributions.

Richard France

Adrian Collett

Gillian Gray

increased since Framework published but no extra
signalled crossing and vehicle obstruction outside of
shops still present. Good supply of parking available
behind shops.
Congratulations on the detailed and meticulous form of
the plan in general. I have previously mentioned the
Library. The appalling public transport situation needs
urgent remedy. I lived and worked in Yateley for 33 years
and continued living here since retirement since 1997. (57
years in all ). For many years, I cycled and walked
whenever possible. Now age and infirmity prevents this
and because of the lack of public transport I have to use a
car which fortunately is still possible. Surely, this is the
moment when a small electric bus service linking YateleyHartley Wintney - Fleet and Camberley should be
instituted. The Community bus services from Hartley
Wintney are valuable but should be massively expanded
with small electric vehicles. Previous attempts have been
discontinued for lack of use but have never really been
allowed to 'bed down'. They have also been massively
adversely affected by the station parking season ticket
schemes - a 'pay for use' system would remove this.
I have outlined the changes I would suggest in the
comments boxes of policies YDFNP 2, YDFNP8 and
YDFNP13. I have also highlighted a potential significant
typo in YDFNP7.
I’d like a much stronger emphasis put on protecting green
spaces, conservation areas and biodiversity from building
development. Some of the policies read as if
development would be supported with certain provisions
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Agree with the sentiment expressed here,
but the provision of public or community
transport is outside of the scope of the
Neighbourhood Plan, and the desire to
improve them is already recorded in the
Community Ambitions section of the plan.

Noted and considered under individual
responses above.

Policies have to be drafted that are
consistent with national and local planning
policy. In addition to Policy YDFNP15 Active
Travel, a number of the Community

Comments
Martin Williams

and I have no trust in organisations who say they will
make ‘enhancements’ and then fail to deliver once
building has gone ahead. I’d like to see a radical policy
about active travel which supports Hart DCs approach of
Climate Change being the top priority.

Ambitions relates to active travel projects
that could be considered.

Note that the opportunity to comment on YDFNP15 is
missing. I would add the following to the current
extensive list of comments listed 15: Steven's Hill should
be converted into a no through road to improve the
safety of the children cycling and walking to Frogmore
school, protect horse riders and general walkers who are
regularly terrorised and abused by speeding drivers using
it as a rat run when the traffic on Cricket Hill is at a
standstill.

If desirable, progress through HCC.

YCAN has been set up to protect and
enhance green spaces and strengthen
biodiversity.

Table 3: Comments from other organisations/developers [summarised]
Respondent
Gladman

Policy/paragraph
Vision and Objectives

Comment
In principle, Gladman support the Plan’s vision and
objectives. In particular, Gladman are supportive
of the Plan’s objectives which seeks to ensure
housing, including affordable housing is delivered
to meet the needs of the whole community and
that development is of an appropriate type, size,
density and quality that contributes to the
community’s needs.
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Response
Noted.

YDFNP1 – Delivering Sustainable
Development

Consider the Policy takes a restrictive approach
towards development beyond the settlement
boundary of a settlement. The approach taken is
therefore not in accordance with the hierarchical
requirements of national policy which sets out a
presumption in favour of sustainable development
and the national policy imperative which seeks to
significantly boost the supply of housing.

The approach to development
outside settlement boundaries is
considered to be consistent with
national policy and the Hart
Local Plan.

Hart’s Local Plan Strategy & Sites
2014-32 does not allocate
housing within the settlement
Reference is made to the Burbage Neighbourhood boundary of Yateley; therefore
Plan Examiners Report where an amendment was
there is no stated housing figure
recommended by the Examiner stating:
for the NP to deliver. It is
expected in the HLP that Yateley
“Residential development on land within or
will contribute to the District’s
adjacent to the settlement boundary, as shown
housing need through windfall
on Map 2, will be supported, subject to complying development.
with other development plan policy.”
Yateley is too large a parish for a
Recommend that Policy YDFNP1 is modified to be
rural exception site – the criteria
consistent with the above modification to ensure
for rural exception sites are as
flexibility and to enable the Plan to react to
set out in the HLP.
changes in circumstance over the plan period.
The wording to avoid the
It is currently unclear therefore how the Town
physical or visual coalescence of
Council expect to deliver the objectives of the Plan settlements is consistent with
when it is solely reliant on the delivery of windfall
both local and national policy.
sites within the settlement boundary. Such an
approach does not provide assurance that housing Delivery of the land north of
Reading Road would intensify
development along the
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needs will be met or indeed if there is a sufficient
quantum of sites which could come forward.
Further local context could be added to policy
YDFN1 that a larger scale of rural exception site
would be supported to support local need, greater
than the small- scale current restriction in Policy
H3 of the adopted Local Plan.
Do not consider the use of wording in relation to
the avoidance of the visual and physical
coalescence to be appropriate. As currently
worded this element of the policy is subjective and
does little to build upon the requirements as set
out in Policy NBE2 of the adopted Development
Plan
Suggest that the delivery of land north of Reading
Road would not lead to the coalescence of the
Yateley and Blackwater settlements as it is already
clear that the settlement have already merged
given the existing development of the Yateley
settlement to the south and east of Reading Road
and the Blackwater settlement to the north and
west of Reading Road. As such, it is considered
that the above site is in accordance with NBE2 as it
would not lead to the physical or visual merging of
settlements and the land North of Reading Road
should be included as an allocation in the draft
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Blackwater Valley, and reduce
the perceived gap between
Yateley and Sandhurst to the
north.

YDFNP2 – Climate Change

YDFNP7 – Important Views

neighbourhood plan, in order to meet the Plan’s
vision and objectives.
The Written Ministerial Statement (2015) makes
clear that neighbourhood plans should not be used
as a means to implement standards relating to
energy efficiency or performance of new dwellings.
Accordingly, reference to the need for exceeding
target emission rates of the most up-to-date
dwellings is not appropriate as this would exceed
statutory requirements and is not possible for the
neighbourhood plan to implement. Gladman
recommend that this element of the Plan is
deleted.
Has significant concerns over identified view 5.
Identified views must ensure that they
demonstrate a physical attribute elevating a view’s
importance beyond simply a nice view of open
countryside. There appears to be no evidence to
support the policy beyond the supporting text
which does little to provide any detail as to why
these views should be protected, other than
providing a nice view of surrounding fields. This
policy must allow a decision maker to determine
whether particular locations such as land off
Reading Road contain physical attributes that
would ‘take it out of the ordinary’ rather than
selecting views which do not have any landscape
significance and are based solely on community
support.
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The policy text YDFNP2 has been
revised to reflect current
Government policy and
guidelines.

This view affords distance over
open fields and is valued by local
residents, therefore, when
reviewed by the Steering Group,
it was felt that these points were
sufficiently strong grounds for
retaining the policy.

YDFNP8 – Green Infrastructure

Suggest view 5 is deleted.
In principle support YDFNP8.
However, consider this to be a missed opportunity.
New sustainable growth opportunities often offer
the potential to provide new and/or improvements
to local green infrastructure assets for the benefit
of existing and future generations. Gladman
consider the Plan should be supportive of new
development opportunities which provide new
green infrastructure assets.

YDFNP9 – Flood Risk

YDFNP12 – Housing Mix and
Affordable Housing

The policy states development proposals will be
supported where, as appropriate to their scale,
nature and location where at least one of the
proposed mitigation measures shown in the Hart
Causal Areas Pro-forma is delivered. Whilst
development proposals will likely provide at least
one form of provision listed in appendix 5 it is not
appropriate to require development proposals to
adhere to planning guidance which is not planning
policy. Reference to the Hart Causal Area Proforma in the policy wording in effect elevates its
status above guidance. Instead, the policy should
be modified so that development proposals have
regard to the pro- forma but are not required to
adhere to it.
In principle support Policy YDFNP12.
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This is a valid suggestion which
has been incorporated into the
revised policy proposal YDFNP2.

Due to the flooding issues in the
Parish it is considered
appropriate to reference the
Causal Area pro-forma in the
Policy and no objection to this
has been raised by HDC.

Noted.

The supporting text makes clear that local house
prices are significantly higher than national
average. Given this, we question why the Steering
Group has not undertaken a housing needs
assessment to have a clear picture of their
identified housing needs. Gladman recommend
that a housing needs assessment is undertaken
prior to the progressing the neighbourhood plan
further.

Site Submission

Woolf Bond
on behalf of
Belgrade
Homes

As there is no housing allocation
for Yateley within the HLP, there
is no requirement to undertake
either a housing needs survey,
nor a call for sites consultation.

Recommend that the Steering Group undertake a
call for sites consultation and identify land for
housing to meet local needs. Gladman suggest that
the Town Council may wish to strengthen this
policy and take advantage of the new First Homes
guidance, we would be open to meeting with the
Town Council to discuss how our site interest could
come forward through such a scheme or policy.
Gladman are promoting a site north of Reading
Noted.
Road (4.84ha) for residential development.

Site submission

Promoting land east of Mill Lane, Yateley for
residential development of approximately 9
dwellings.

Noted.

General

Consider that the Plan should allocate sites for
housing as the Local Plan does not address the
areas housing needs. The Local Plan includes an
allowance for housing from Neighbourhood Plans.

The Hart Local Plan assesses
housing need on a District basis.
The housing number in the HLP
reflects the current objectively
assessed housing needs of the
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Although the District Council contends that it can
demonstrate over a 10 year supply of housing, this
unjustifiably includes a reduction in the annual
requirement to take account of the delivery in the
authority during the early years of the Plan period.
Such an approach is inconsistent with the current
NPPF (2019) and evidence from Appeal decisions
provided.

YDFNP1 – Sustainable
Development

A revised assessment of the 5 year housing land
supply position is detailed taking the above into
account and suggests that the Council has a 5.8
years of supply rather than the published 10.2
years. Consider it is feasible that Hart District
would have a five year supply deficit within the
short term and therefore further land should be
identified, including through allocations in the
emerging Neighbourhood Plan.
Request the Neighbourhood Plan be amended to
include residential allocations including land east
of Mill Lane and include the site within the
settlement boundary; and,
That to further boost the supply of housing within
Yateley and make a contribution towards wider
needs, that the text of the policy is made more
flexible to allow development on sites beyond the
settlement boundary, consistent with the
approach within the made neighbourhood Plan
(February 2017) of Shinfield Parish – which lies
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District. Whilst it includes an
allowance from Neighbourhood
plans this is from identified sites
in one Plan which has been
adopted.
Whilst the content of this
representation is noted, the
calculation of the 5 Year Supply
is a District matter. The YDF NP is
not seeking to allocate sites and
no representation from the
District Council has suggested it
needs to do so.

There is no requirement for the
Parish to allocate sites, either
within or adjacent to the
settlement boundary.

within the adjoining local authority – Wokingham
Borough - the text of the policy should be
amended to include the following: “development
adjacent to the Settlement Boundary will only be
supported where the benefits of the development
outweigh its adverse impacts.”
Allocating Land east of Mill Lane for housing would
assist in delivering additional new housing on a
sustainably located site to support the village.
It also delivers on small-scale development,
affordability and quality as set out by the NPG.
Claremont
Planning
Consultancy
on behalf of
European
Property
Ventures
(Hampshire)
Ltd

YDFNP7 – Important Views

Landowner for land adjoining but outside the
Neighbourhood Area. The site comprises a field
parcel, extending to 7.12 hectares of land to the
south of Eversley Road, with Love Lane forming the
western boundary.
The removal of previous proposals to designate
gaps is supported.
Notes that View 3 extends beyond the
neighbourhood Area boundary and as such is it is
unable to influence the use or development of
land within this viewpoint going forward. Examples
of other Neighbourhood Plans which have had to
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This view affords distance over
open fields and is valued by local
residents, therefore, when
reviewed by the Steering Group,
it was felt that these points were
sufficiently strong grounds for
retaining the policy.

be amended following Examination for similar
issues are provided.
Consider that the Plan does not meet the Basic
Conditions and that View 3 should be removed.
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